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Abstract
This mixed methods study aimed to categorize and analyze the frequencies and
percentages of complex thinking in the PARCC practices assessments grades 3 and 4. The Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix was employed for the first part of the study to code each of the PARCC
assessment questions in Language Arts and Mathematics Grades 3 and 4 based on pre-existing
codes. Deductive category application was utilized to connect the language from Hess’ Cognitive
Rigor Matrix to the language of the questions in the tests. To ensure reliability we utilized the
double-rater read behind method as in other similar studies. In the second part of the study, a
quantitative methods approach was implemented to determine the frequencies. Moreover,
descriptive statistics was then utilized to describe the differences and similarities of complex
thinking that exist in the language of the PARCC practice assessment.
In response to the research questions, the data analyzed revealed the following
trends from the Language Arts and Mathematics PARCC Practice Tests in grades 3 and 4:
1. The questions in the Language Arts PARCC tests in Grades 3-4 were rated at an
overall higher percentage for lower level questions.
2. The questions in the Mathematics PARCC tests in Grades 3-4 were rated at an
overall higher percentage for lower level questions.
3. No questions were placed at the most cognitive complex level.
This study suggests that more opportunities for developing complex thinking, which is
essential to 21st century learning, is implemented through standardized assessments.

Keywords: Higher Order Thinking, Critical Thinking, Complex Thinking, 21st century skills,
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Career (PARCC), Common Core
Standards,
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Chapter I: Introduction
The preparation of students for the increased education demands regarding the attainment
of 21st century skills necessary for economic viability in a global economy has become a priority
in many state education policies in the United States. According to the World Economic Forum
(2015), to thrive in today’s innovation-driven economy, workers need a different mix of skills
than in the past; in addition to foundational skills like literacy and numeracy, they need
competencies like collaboration, creativity, problem solving, and dispositions like persistence,
curiosity, and initiative.
There is rhetorical emphasis on the part of education policy makers in developing and
assessing the complex thinking and critical thinking skills of students in response to what some
see as a shift to a knowledge economy. Officials at the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness
for College and Careers (PARCC) consortium made claims that the PARCC assessments
measured students’ readiness to master rigorous academic content at each grade level, think
critically and apply knowledge to solve problems; with the main goal of preparing students for
college and career readiness (PARCC, 2018). With the demise of the PARCC consortium in
almost all states as of 2020, the name PARCC is dead, but the questions and PARCC-like tests
live on, as many former PARCC states now contract with the company that bought the PARCC
questions, New Meridian Corporation, and purchase test questions from that company. The tests
are PARCC tests, with a different name.
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Higher Order Thinking
A single definition of higher-order thinking does not exist. Newmann, (1988) suggests a
simple definition: higher order thinking signifies challenge and expanded use of the mind; lower
order thinking signifies routine, mechanistic application and constraints on the mind (p. 2).
Challenge, or the opportunity to expand the use of mind, occurs when a person must interpret,
analyze, or manipulate information, because a question to be answered or a problem to be solved
cannot be resolved through the routine application of previously learned knowledge (p. 2). Many
terms and theories have been used to define higher order thinking: critical thinking; complex
thinking; abstract, deductive, and inductive reasoning; formal and informal reasoning; Piaget’s
formal operational thought; Kohlberg’s post-conventional moral stages; metacognition; Bloom’s
categories of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation;
Webb’s DOK levels analyzing the cognitive complexities of content; Hess’ Cognitive Rigor
Matrix superimposing Blooms Taxonomy, and Webb’s DOK to describe rigor and deeper
learning in the fields of education and assessment (Bloom, 1956; Hess et al., 2009a 2009b;
Newmann, 1988). Regardless of the ambiguities surrounding the term, it has been determined in
policy rhetoric that the use of higher order thinking in education is of high importance in both
instruction and assessment.
Standardized Testing
Typically, policy makers use high stakes standardized testing policies to enforce
compliance with mandated curriculum initiatives. Driven by the No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB, 2002), and Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), standardized assessments are mandated
in subjects and grade levels. The results from those tests provide data that officials in some states
use to determine teacher and school leader evaluation ratings and the desire to achieve high
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ratings tend to influence instructional leadership practices. According to Ives & Obenchain
(2016), high stakes standardized testing narrows curriculum to what is most likely tested. In
many cases, high stakes standardized tests, focus on lower level skills and procedures.
Narrowing the curriculum based on the topics most likely tested impedes the instructional
strategies that foster complex thinking (Tienken, 2017). Specifically, the PARCC consortium
claimed that the PARCC test questions assessed higher order thinking, and more specifically,
complex thinking. Officials stated that their, “PARCC’s Cognitive Complexity Framework
guides item development and helps determine the overall complexity of the ELA and math tasks
in the assessments, while serving as a bridge between the standards (PARCC, 2018). The
frameworks are claimed to serve as a bridge between the standards and these tools in a variety of
ways, including by clarifying areas of emphasis in each grade and what changes in the standards
from one grade to the next (PARCC, 2018).
Problem Statement
Officials at the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC, 2018) claimed that the PARCC assessments were an “educational GPS system,”
assessing students’ current performance, and pointing the way to what students need to learn to
be ready for the next grade level and, by high school graduation, for college and/or a career.
They also claim that the assessments are designed to give schools and teachers more information
to improve and enhance instruction (PARCC, 2018).
Many of PARCC’s (2020) assessment design reflect the partnership’s ambitions to meet
these high expectations for next-generation, college and career readiness assessments. The
PARCC were originally adopted by 19 states, however, as of 2019 less than a handful six states
use the original PARCC assessment. However, many states that stopped using the original
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PARCC test use tests that are developed from the PARCC item banks. Several states, like
Massachusetts that originally used PARCC moved away from the name of PARCC, but the new
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) retains many of the multi-step
PARCC-like questions because the authors of new MCAS, Measured Progress (2016), purchase
items from the PARCC item bank managed by Pearson. Officials at the New Jersey Department
of Education renamed their assessments but still use the PARCC test items purchased from the
New Meridian Corporation (Eno, 2018). The MCAS, and other similar state assessments, like
those in New Jersey are PARCC tests with a different name.
Assessing Thinking
Some researchers have deemed the assessment of complex thinking important to ensure
preparation of students for global competiveness (e.g., Bechard, Hess, Camacho, Russell, &
Thomas, 2012; IBM, 2012; National Academy of Sciences, 2007, 2010; Tienken, 2017; World
Economic Forum, 2015, Zhao, 2012). As of 2018, only three states used "pure" PARCC test:
Maryland, and New Mexico, plus the District of Columbia (Sawchuk, 2018). Illinois was the
most recent state to only adopt some parts of the assessment including "complex writing tasks
that require strategic reasoning and extended investigation to solve problems" (Sawchuk, 2018).
The existing literature on the topic of evaluating the complex thinking requirements of
the PARCC is limited, and thorough investigations of the assessments complex thinking
requirements have not taken place. Some studies used Webb’s Depth of Knowledge to examine
the complexity of nationally and internationally administered tests (Kun & Vi-Nhuan, 2012), but
a dearth of evidence exists on the complex thinking requirements of PARCC at all grade levels
(Tienken, 2015).
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Some have questioned the validity of PARCC’s claims of complexity and its methods for
determining cognitive complexity (Gewertz, 2019; Tienken, 2019; Yuan & Le 2014). Yuan & Le
(2014) employed Webb’s DOK and the PARCC framework to examine the cognitive demand of
six nationally and internationally administered tests. Yuan and Le (2014) determined that
PARCC framework provided guidelines to create an overall complexity score, but opted to
deviate from the recommended scoring mechanism. The scoring rubric gave relatively greater
weight to the difficulty of the content and relatively less weight to the cognitive processes, and
found that this approach did not work well for open-ended items (Yuan & Le, 2014 p. xii).
PARCC’s methods for determining cognitive complexity differ from the generally accepted
definition of cognitive complexity.
According to Tienken (2015, p. 5), “PARCC tests are simply measuring 19th century
skills with a 20th century tool (computer)”, because of its alignment to CCSS. The CCSS
mandate knowledge and skills that have not significantly changed over the last 150 years. Some
commentators from business, economics, and education circles argue that the types of higherorder thinking skills that students need to be globally competitive include creative thinking and
strategic thinking (Sforza, Tienken, & Kim, 2016).
There are no current studies at the elementary grade levels that test the claim that PARCC
questions require complex thinking, and thus school leaders have no way of knowing the
meaningfulness of the results as they relate to student higher order thinking.
Purpose of the Study
My purpose for this Mixed-methods study was to describe the way(s) in which the
language found in the English language arts and mathematics sections of the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4
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associate with the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature. The
Elementary grades were selected for this study due to the lack of existing research.
Research Questions
The study was grounded by an overarching research question: What types of thinking are
assessed by the questions on 2016 PARCC practice tests in English language arts and
mathematics in grades 3 and 4?
1.

In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the English language arts
section of 2016 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the language that promotes
higher-order thinking found in research literature?

2.

In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the mathematics section of 2016
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice
tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the language that promotes higher-order
thinking found in research literature?

3.

What is the distribution of thinking on the 2016 Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in English language arts
and mathematics in Grades 3 and 4?
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Methodology Overview
I conducted a Mixed-methods study with qualitative and quantitative content analysis
methods to describe the way(s) in which the language of the English language arts and
mathematics questions on the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associates with the language found to promote higherorder thinking found in research literature. I used Hess’s Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Hess, 2009b)
framework to categorize the language for each question of the assessments. The study used two
analysts in coding the language of each question on each test (Merriam, 2009, p. 216). A
double-rater read behind consensus model was used based on the work of Miles, Huberman, and
Saldaña (2014, p. 84) to increase reliability. Furthermore, the analysts used Mayring’s Step
Model with associated coding protocols to structure the process.
For the current study, all 220 reading, writing and mathematics questions were chosen
from the Grades 3 and 4 English language arts and mathematics PARCC practices tests. Some
questions in these assessments had two parts and were coded accordingly. Two coders reviewed
the assessment questions and compared the language of the questions to the language of higherorder thinking found in the literature, as represented on the Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix.
The overarching aim of qualitative research is to gain an understanding of certain social
phenomena (Renz, Carrington, & Badger, 2018). This study used content analysis methods to
test PARCC’s claims of critical thinking, and to describe the complex thinking requirements of
the English language arts and mathematics in the PARCC practice tests in Grades 3 and 4.
Specifically Weber (1990) explained, how qualitative content analysis extends beyond the mere
counting of words while seeking to provide knowledge and understanding of the phenomena
under study through systematic method of coding and classifying text to reveal patterns and
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themes. Quantitative methods were utilized in the second part of the study to describe the
differences and similarities of higher order thinking that exist in the language of the assessment.
This study employed the sequential exploratory strategy, which involved a first phase of
qualitative data collection and analysis, followed by a second phase of quantitative data
collection and analysis that builds the results of the qualitative phase (Cresswell, 2007).
Consequently, The purpose of this strategy is to use quantitative data and results to assist in the
interpretation of qualitative findings (p. 211).
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework utilized in this study was Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. The
Cognitive Rigor Matrix (CRM) enhances the instructional, assessment planning and practices
(Hess, Carlock, Jones, & Walkup, 2009a). The CRM superimposes two cognitive complexity
frameworks: Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (Hess, 2013) The CRM is a
two dimensional framework that incorporates the revised Blooms Taxonomy and Webb’s DOK.
Questions and prompts can be categorized by the cognitive skills required, such as recall,
comprehension, or analysis and the type of thinking facilitated, be it higher level or lower level
(Simpson et al., 2015).
The CR matrix consists of 24 cells; namely, 6 levels of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
(horizontally) dichotomized into 4 levels of DOK (vertically) (Hess et al., 2009a). The lowest
level of the CR matrix represents the association between Bloom’s remember/recall and Webb’s
Level 1: recall and reproduction, CR cell [1,1]. The objective for this cell is to recognize basic
details and facts through rote memorization. The connection between Bloom’s highest level
create and Webb’s Level 4 extended thinking, CR cell [4,6] expects students to be able to
synthesize information across multiple sources. Moreover, they need to be able to apply learnt
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information into a design and solve real, abstract, complex situations (Hess et al. 2009b). Hess
developed the CRM due to Bloom’s Taxonomy limitations regarding its verb indicators when
analyzing curriculum and assessments. Webb’s depth of knowledge (DOK) provides a
framework to analyze the language of test questions in relation to the language of higher order
thinking (Hess et al., 2009a)
Significance of the Study
There have been previous studies that have used the Hess’s framework to determine the
complex thinking requirements in curricula resources (Sydoruk, 2018). This study extends that
work to a nationally used standardized test. No comparable studies have sought to use the Hess
Cognitive Rigor Matrix to determine the complex thinking requirements of PARCC. Many
school districts such as in New York City have applied Hess’ framework to analyze levels of
rigor then revise the rigor of questions using the Cognitive Rigor Matrix across subject areas
(NYC department of education, 2018). This allowed educators to effectively analyze and
differentiate tasks in the curriculum, hence enabling them to create effective lessons. I sought to
extend that work by using Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix (CRM) to describe the complex
thinking requirements from a nationally recognized standardized test. Determining the complex
thinking embedded in the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Career
(PARCC) allows educational stakeholders to gain knowledge and information that can be used to
prepare students for the challenges of the 21st century.
Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix affords the opportunity to systematically examine the extent
in which higher learning is embedded in the PARCC elementary tests. This model was used
because of it s application of two renowned scientific frameworks Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy
and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge. The Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy is comprised of two
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dimensions, knowledge, and cognitive processes. The taxonomy table employs six categories:
Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create. The use of the Taxonomy Table
analyzes and provides an indication of the extent to which more complex kinds of knowledge
and cognitive processes are involved (Krathwohl, 2002). Webb’s DOK provides a method of
interpretation by assigning DOK levels to objectives within standards and assessments as a form
of analysis (Webb, 2002). The DOK levels are: DOK-1 Recall & Reproduction, DOK-2 Basic
Application of Skills/Concepts, DOK-3 Strategic Thinking, and DOK-4 Extended Thinking.
Both frameworks differ in application; Bloom’s Taxonomy categorizes the cognitive skills (Hess
et al., 2009b). This in turn describes the type of thinking processes necessary to answer a
question. Webb’s Depth of Knowledge model relates more closely to the depth of content
understanding and scope of a learning activity (Hess et al., 2009b). Hess (2006) superposed
Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s DOK due to lack of one-to-one correspondence developing the
Cognitive Rigor Matrix. With the use of CRM, I sought to analyze complex thinking in a
nationally used standardized test.
The study extended the research on the application of higher order thinking in
assessments; the analysis of this study was aimed at the elementary level, specifically focusing
on Grades 3 and 4. It is important to examine these assessments that are meant to measure
student achievement of CCSS because, in addition to carrying high stakes, mandatory testing is
known to impact instruction in unintended ways, such as narrowing the curriculum to what is
most likely tested (Polleck & Jeffrey, 2017). If what is most likely tested is lower level thinking,
then the curriculum could be narrowed to that type of thinking.
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Limitations
There are several limitations that should be noted regarding this particular study. In this
case study the results are only applicable to this case and results should not be generalized to any
other contexts or assessments. The results only apply to the practice questions released on
(Spring 2016) from parcc-assessment.org. Furthermore, two coders were trained using Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix; the results are based on their expertise, experience, and perceptions of
what complex thinking skills are. Additionally, the developer of the CRM may have biases that I
am unaware of. Lastly, my study was limited to only analyzing the practice test due to the
availability of questions.
Delimitations
Delimitations of this study include the grade levels selected. For this study, I chose to
focus on Grades 3 and 4 of this assessment due to my experience as an elementary educator.
Results cannot be generalized to other grade levels. Moreover, the practice questions are not
current and were developed between the years 1998 -2015 noted on the website. Furthermore,
the numbers of coders are considered delimitation due to bias. In addition, the two coders and I
agreed that due to the limitations in the availability of the PARCC assessments, the practice tests
would be used. The PARCC practices test include past questions that can be coded to determine
the complexity of the current assessment.
Definitions of Terms
Cognitive complexity is a multidimensional phenomenon that “indexes the degree of
differentiation, articulation, and integration within a cognitive system; individuals with more
“developed” cognitive systems have more differentiated (i.e., numerically larger), more abstract
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(i.e., more refined or specialized elements), and more integrated (i.e., more organized) construct
systems (Da’as, Schechter, & Qadach, 2018).
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) is a set of academic standards in mathematics and
English language arts. These learning goals outline what a student should know and be able to do
at the end of each grade (CCSS Initiative, 2018).
Higher order thinking skills distinguishes two contexts in which these skills are
employed: contexts where the thought processes are needed to solve problems and make
decisions in everyday life; and contexts where mental processes are needed to benefit from
instruction, including comparing, evaluating, justifying and making inferences (Wheeler &
Haertel, 1993 as cited in Forster, 2004).
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Career (PARCC) is a group of
states working together to develop a set of assessments that measure whether students are on
track to be successful in college and careers (PARCC, 2019).
Practice test is a form of assessment used for familiarizations of the kinds of items and
format used in the actual assessments (PARCC, 2019).
Organization of the Study
In Chapter I, I provided an overview of the problem related to PARCC’s claims of
cognitive complexity in accordance to HESS’s Cognitive Rigor Matrix. Existing literature on the
topic of evaluating the complex thinking requirements of the PARCC is limited, and
investigations of the assessments cognitive complexity have not taken place. It is necessary for
studies to validate and attest these claims.
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Chapter II is comprised of a literature review on previous research regarding higher order
thinking, studies conducted on the cognitive complexity of assessments and curriculum, and an
in depth look into PARCC’s claims and criticisms.
Chapter III expanded on the methodological approach and procedures for the qualitative
study. Data collected from PARCC practice assessments are tested for complexity using Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix.
Chapter IV organized and presented the data and main findings of the study.
Chapter V summarized the statistical findings, provided an analysis of data,
recommendations for future research, and a conclusion.
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Chapter II: Review of Literature
The purpose for this Mixed-methods study was to describe the way(s) in which the
language found on the English language arts and mathematics sections of the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4
associate with the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature.
Elementary grades were selected for this study because of the lack of research. The research
questions guide my review of the literature and encompass the following sections: higher order
and cognitive complexity, PARCC assessments, related studies, and theoretical framework. The
review of the literature served as a means of identifying empirical studies on theories of higher
order thinking, the measurements of the complex thinking requirements, theoretical frameworks
related to the higher order thinking, and a critique of existing studies on topics similar to the this
study.
Literature Search Procedures
Utilizing Boote and Biele’s (2005) guidelines for literature reviews, peer-reviewed
literature was acceessed from multiple online databases including SAGE, ProQuest Databases,
EBSCO, and Google Scholar. Key words such as, higher order thinking, cognitive complexity,
critical thinking, and PARCC’s claims were some of the variables searched and included in my
research. In addition, Theories were researched including, Blooms Taxonomy, Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge, and Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. The literature review included experimental,
quasi-experimental, and meta-analysis.
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Criteria for Inclusion of Literature
•

Peer- reviewed original research

•

Dissertations

•

Government reports

•

Non-peer reviewed surveys of skills desired by multinational corporations,

•

Peer and non-peer reviewed literature regarding PARCC Claims

•

Theoretical literature

•

Seminal works

•

Studies published within the last 50 years.

Methodological Issues in Existing Studies of Complex Thinking in Assessments
There were various issues regarding the existing empirical research on complex thinking,
and the complexity of the PARCC practice assessments. There were numerous terms in relation
to higher order thinking, which made it difficult to yield results. In relation to the terms complex
thinking, higher order thinking, cognitive complexity, rigor, critical thinking, strategic thinking,
all were often interlaced in studies with no clarification in its definition.
Very little literature exists regarding the validity of PARCC’s claims to assess higher
order thinking, and a lack of experimental research regarding the complexity of the PARCC
assessments. Much of the existing literature examines curriculum and the Common Core
Standards in terms of cognitive complexity. Literature regarding curriculum predominantly
focuses in the implementation of tasks in the classroom that are developed with levels of
hierarchy in the higher-order thinking spectrum. Studies that contained large samples examined
statewide initiatives for Common Core State Standards, such as analysis of standards to
determine ranges of cognitive complexity required to demonstrate knowledge.
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Much of the literature surrounding PARCC assessments is produced by non-peer
reviewed outlets, PARCC itself, and think-tanks known to be biased toward standardized testing
and supporters of PARCC (Tienken, 2019). Overall, much of the existing literature is focused on
promoting the assessment. Studies on the PARCC assessments ability to determine whether they
are college and career or on track has not been substantially tested or researched. Similarly, in
studies of the PARCC assessment’s complexity, the consortium used their own framework to
determine the complexity of the questions. This could indicate bias in the methodologies and
results.
Review of Literature Topics
The purpose of this case study with Mixed-methods was to compare, analyze, and
describe the language of complex thinking embedded within the 2016 PARCC practice
assessments in mathematics and language arts Grades 3 and 4. The purpose of the literature
review was to critique the existing literature regarding the thinking requirements. The literature
review also presented a review of definitions of higher-order thinking. Additionally, this
literature review identified frameworks that are in alignment with the coding of the PARCC
assessments.
Higher Order Thinking, Complex Thinking and Cognitive Complexity
The mastery of higher order thinking skills is one of the important skills stressed in the
educational push for 21st century skills attainment. The rigorous demands include trends such as,
"rigorous standards, teacher evaluation and accountability systems based on students’
achievement on standardized assessments" (Peterson, 2017, p. 1). In the quest of gaining
information regarding higher order thinking, a dearth of information on its application has been
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found. Although the information can be acquired many have failed to provide a common
definition for educational settings.
Newmann (1988), defined higher order thinking as “the interpretation, analysis, or
manipulation of information to answer a question that cannot be resolved through the routine
application of previously learned knowledge” (p.60). Higher order thinking is a considerable
definition but vague, and hard to apply in an educational setting. Newmann’s (1990), later work
titled Higher Order Thinking in Teaching Social Studies: A Rationale for Assessment of
Classroom Thoughtfulness, mentioned research that suggests certain obstacles regarding the
application of higher order thinking, problem solving, reasoning, critical thinking, and creative
thinking. These obstacles include defining higher order thinking, evaluating student
performance in thinking; class size and teaching schedules that prevent teachers from responding
in detail to students’ work; curriculum guidelines and testing programs that require coverage of
vast amounts of material; students’ apparent preferences for highly structured work with clear
answers; and teaches’ conceptions of knowledge that emphasize the acquisition of information
more than interpretation, analysis and evaluation (Newmann, 1990). There is an emphasis
placed in the many factors that may affect the application of higher order thinking skills in the
educational setting. Newmann’s The Relationship of Classroom Thoughtfulness to Students'
Higher Order Thinking: Preliminary Results in High School Social Studies (1990) discusses the
approaches to building curriculum and instruction in a four-step process:
1. Identify the main problems or challenge; that students should be competent to address
2. For each problem, identify the specific body of in-depth knowledge, the cluster of
analytic skills, and the main dispositions needed for success in addressing the problem.
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3. Experiment with alternative methods for teaching the specific knowledge, skills and
dispositions relevant to each problem.
4. Codify the results to produce guidelines for curriculum and pedagogy most likely to
assist students in resolving each of the major cognitive challenges identified (p.7)
Although systematic this approach provides an individualize process, giving the educator the
ability to assess and differentiate application according to need.
Brookhart’s (2010) How to Assess Higher-Order Thinking Skills in Your Classroom
described higher order thinking as students “being able to relate their learning to other elements
beyond those they were taught to associate with it, such as relating the content to prior
knowledge or making connections outside of the curriculum (p. 5).” This example indicates that
there is much subjectivity into the degree to which a student can master this skill. There is
interest and emphasis on higher order thinking, mainly how well students’ can apply their
thinking ability in various forms. According to Brookhart (2010), higher order thinking fall into
three categories: (1) higher order thinking in terms of transfer, (2) those that define it in terms of
critical thinking, and (3) those that define it in terms of problem solving.
Higher order thinking in terms of transfer requires students not only to remember but also
to make sense of and be able to use what they have learned (Anderson & Krathwohl as citied by
Brookhart, 2010). Research has shown that students have struggled with the ability to take learnt
knowledge and transfer and apply in a different setting. Two of the most important educational
goals are to promote retention and to promote transfer (when it occurs, indicates meaningful
learning) (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). This approach has informed construction of the
cognitive dimension of the revised Bloom’s taxonomy (Brookhart, 2010, p.5). The educator’s
goal is to provide learning opportunities that can be applied in the classroom or in real world
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situations. In Halpern’s article, Teaching critical thinking for transfer across domains:
Disposition, skills, structure training, and metacognitive monitoring (1998), she mentioned the
application of thinking within the knowledge domain, the usual method for teaching content.
Educators want students to use in multiple domains because instruction in most courses focuses
on content knowledge instead of the transferability of thinking skills. Similarly, on the
assessment side, the analysis of cognitive processes is intended to help educators (including test
designers) broaden their assessments of learning (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Although
assessment tasks that tap recalling and recognizing have a place in assessment, these tasks can
(and often should) be supplemented with those that tap the ful1 range of cognitive processes
required for transfer of learning. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
In the book Critical Thinking and Higher Order Thinking : A Current Perspective (2012),
Shaughnessy discussed the history of critical thinking and how it was traced to the Socratic
dialogues in the fifth century; Socrates attempted to help people examine their thoughts and
actions through systematic probing and questioning. Critical thinking a term widely used to
replace the term higher order thinking is continuously assessed and implemented in classrooms.
Critical thinking can be defined as “artful thinking”, which includes reasoning, questioning and
investigating, observing and describing, comparing and connecting, finding complexity, and
exploring viewpoints (Brookhart, 2010 in Barahal, 2008). In comparison to transferring higher
order thinking skills in different settings, critical thinkers are predisposed to use these types of
skills without prompting; they are expected to apply in their daily lives (Halpern, 1998;
Brookhart, 2010; Shaughnessy, 2012). Though most people would agree that critical thinking is
important, few can clearly articulate what it is, further it is assumed that it is fostered in our
classroom with little evidence to support this view (Shaughnessy, 2012). Critical-thinking skills
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are often referred to as higher order cognitive skills to differentiate them from simpler (i.e., lower
order) thinking skills (Halpern, 1998). Being able to apply this skill in and out of the classroom
means “students can apply wise judgment or produce a reasoned critique” (Brookhart, 2010, p.
5). The term critical thinking contains many components that are applied in the cognitive
processes and to apply, one must be able to evaluate and reflect.
A problem is a goal that cannot be met with a memorized solution (Brookhart, 2010).
Problem solving is considered, as the non-automatic strategizing required for reaching a goal
(Nitko & Brookhart, 2007 as cited by Brookhart, 2010). Problem solving is one of the many
facets of the term higher order thinking and it tends to overlap with the term critical thinking.
Both terms include critical evaluation and choosing the proper approach to solving a problem, a
skill that requires reasoning (Brookhart, 2010 as cited by Sydoruk, 2018). Higher-order thinking
skills involve critical thinking and learning to solve a problem, which in turn allows you to be
challenged and think critically. Today’s schools are focused in developing students that are
prepared to create new ideas while making complex decisions.
To meet the students’ educational needs educators are expected to provide more than the
basic skills. Moreover, the complexity of the cognition underlying higher order thinking, shown
by the psychological research on these skills, describes the challenges of teaching them
(Richland & Begolli, 2016). The various terms “higher order thinking, critical thinking, problem
solving, rational thought, and reasoning tend to be confusing” (Lewis & Smith, 1993). Defining
thinking skills, reasoning, critical thought, and problem solving have proved to be troublesome
and has been referred as a conceptual swamp by practitioners (Cuban, 1984, as cited by Lewis &
Smith, 1993).
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Despite the challenges of defining higher order thinking, educational stakeholders have
agreed with the importance of its application (Bloom, 1956; Dewey, 1933; Hess et al., 2009a
2009b; Lewis & Smith, 1993; Newmann, 1988). Much of the existing literatures embed
examples of higher order thinking skills in their studies. According to King, Goodson, and
Rohani (1998), higher order thinking skills include critical, logical, reflective, metacognitive, and
creative thinking that is activated when individuals encounter unfamiliar problems, uncertainties,
questions, or dilemmas. Successful applications of the skills result in explanations, decisions,
performances, and products that are valid within the context of available knowledge and
experience that promote continued growth in these and other intellectual skills (King, Goodson,
& Rohani, 1998). The current push for 21st century skills stresses an educational shift from a
need to help students acquire knowledge with much information easily accessible via
technological resources, to a focus on the ability to create, innovate, critique, evaluate, and
integrate information now available to emerging adults (Richland & Begolli, 2016).
Dewey (1933) and Bloom (1956) both promoted the development of students’ critical and
analytical abilities, but there is less agreement in its application. Many have emphasized on what
can be referred to as critical-analytic thinking, especially the capacity to evaluate multiple
streams of information in different representational formats in fundamental content areas, such as
English language arts, mathematics, and science (Brown, Afflerbach, & Croninger (2014);
National Assessment Governing Board (2010); Common Core State Standards (2010); Next
Generation Science Standards (2013). With the intentions of students learning to use cogent
reasoning and evidence collection skills that are essential for success in college, career, and life
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018). Students’ who are successful vis-à-vis these
competencies will be metacognitive throughout the performance assessment (Brown, Afflerbach,
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& Croninger, 2014). Commentators from the educational, political, and business argue that
higher order thinking skills must be embedded in the assessing of students to be globally
competitive.
Assessment of Cognitive Domain Frameworks
Bloom’s Taxonomy
In 1956, Benjamin Bloom and a group of educators developed a classification of levels of
intellectual behavior important in learning (Hess, Carlock, Jones, & Walkup, 2009b). The
seminal Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals—
Handbook I, Cognitive Domain (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956) represented
years of collaboration by the Committee of College and University Examiners, and was the first
of three volumes that together would become known as Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning (so
named after Benjamin Bloom, the original committee chair) (Irvine, 2017).
The original Bloom’s Taxonomy is a six-level classification system containing subcategories,
all lying along a continuum from simple to complex and concrete to abstract (Athanassiou,
McNett, & Harvey, 2003; Armstrong, n.d.). The taxonomy includes:
•

Knowledge “involves the recall of specifics and universals, the recall of methods and
processes, or the recall of a pattern, structure, or setting.”

•

Comprehension “refers to a type of understanding or apprehension such that the
individual knows what is being communicated and can make use of the material or idea
being communicated without necessarily relating it to other material or seeing its fullest
implications.”

•

Application refers to the “use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations.”
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•

Analysis represents the “breakdown of a communication into its constituent elements or
parts such that the relative hierarchy of ideas is made clear and/or the relations between
ideas expressed are made explicit.”

•

Synthesis involves the “putting together of elements and parts so as to form a whole.”

•

Evaluation engenders “judgments about the value of material and methods for given
purposes (Athanassiou, McNett, & Harvey, 2003; Armstrong, n.d.):.”

The multidisciplinary levels of cognitive development are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain (Anthanassiou,
McNett, & Harvey, 2003).
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Blooms taxonomy has been used for the dimensions of effective teaching curriculum
analysis (Anthanassiou, McNett, & Harvey, 2003). Moreover, Bloom's Taxonomy helps form
educational lessons that develop thinking skills over a range of complexity (Hess, et al., 2009).
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
Building on the prior taxonomy model, the revised version provides a way to better understand a
broad array of assessment models and application (Airasian & Miranda, 2002). Anderson and
Krathwohl's revision of Bloom's Taxonomy (2001) is a two-dimensional framework: Knowledge
and Cognitive Processes and resembles the subcategories of the original Knowledge category.
(See figure 2.)

Figure 2. Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Wilson, 2001).
According to Hess, et al., (2009), the cognitive processes resemble those found in the original
taxonomy, but the placement of each level on the taxonomy continuum shifted (e.g., evaluation
no longer resides at the highest level) and includes expanded and clarified descriptions for
analyzing educational objectives. The latter resembles the six categories of the original
Taxonomy with the Knowledge category named Remember, the Comprehension category named
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Understand, Synthesis renamed Create and made the top category, and the remaining categories
changed to their verb forms: Apply, Analyze, and Evaluate. (Krathwohl, 2002)
The new levels identify cognitive learning (arranged from lower- order to higher-order
levels of learning) (IACBE, 2015):
•

Remembering – Retrieving, recognizing, and recalling relevant knowledge from longterm memory

•

Understanding – Constructing meaning from oral, written, and graphic messages through
interpreting, exemplifying, classifying, summarizing, inferring, comparing, and
explaining

•

Applying – Using information in new ways; carrying out or using a procedure or process
through executing or implementing

•

Analyzing – Breaking material into constituent parts; determining how the parts relate to
one another and to an overall structure or purpose through differentiating, organizing, and
attributing

•

Evaluating – Making judgments based on criteria and standards through checking and
critiquing; defending concepts and ideas

•

Creating – Putting elements together to form a coherent or functional whole; reorganizing
elements into a new pattern or structure through generating, planning, or producing
(IACBE, 2015, pp. 9-10)
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Figure 3. Comparison of descriptors (Hess et al., 2009).
A study examined six teachers, working at a variety of grade levels, to describe actual
instructional units they had taught in their main subject area (Airasian, & Miranda, 2002).
According to Airasian, & Miranda, (2002), this provided useful information about the validity of
classroom and statewide assessments as evidenced by the alignment of the assessments.
According to Hess, “the restructuring of the original taxonomy recognizes the importance of the
interaction between content (characterized by factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive
knowledge) and thought processes” (Hess, et al., 2009, p2). The focus placed on the Taxonomy
Table allowed for an increase in the alignment of assessment with both objectives and instruction
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(Airasian, & Miranda, 2002). In addition, the Taxonomy Table can be used to increase the
alignment of school-wide or district-wide curriculum and instruction with state standards and
state-mandated assessments, which will enable teachers to focus on the standards without
“teaching to the test” (Airasian, & Miranda, 2002).
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge.
Webb’s work has forced states to volte-face the meaning of test alignment to include the
intended cognitive demands to which students are expected to demonstrate. In other words, the
complexity of both the content (e.g., simple vs. complex data displays; interpreting literal vs.
figurative language) and the task required (e.g., solving routine vs. non-routine problems) are
used to determine DOK levels (Hess et al., 2009b). Webb describes his depth-of- knowledge
levels as “nominative” rather than as a taxonomy, meaning that DOK levels describe four
different ways a student might interact with content (p2). The identification of Webb’s DOK
levels of questions in assignments and assessments help to gain a better understanding of how
students comprehend to in turn complete tasks.
Alignment refers to how well all policy elements in a system work together to guide
instruction and, ultimately student learning. Of the many different types of validity, (Messick,
1989, 1994; as cited by Webb, 1997) Norman Webb has revitalized and brought awareness to the
analysis of assessments and curriculum. According to Webb (1997), alignment of assessments
with expectations can improve the efficiency and effectiveness, which in turn promotes student
learning and information attainment (p. 9). With the increased importance imposed by the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), procedures for determining the alignment assessments and
standards have gained the attention of our educational stakeholders most significantly political
individuals that require assessments to meet a criteria of alignment. According to Webb (2007),
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the criteria of such are alignment should include comprehensiveness, content and performance
match, emphasis, depth, consistency with performance standards, and clarity for users. Dr.
Norman Webb has forced states to rethink the content assessed and its intended cognitive
demand. In other words, the complexity of both the content (e.g., simple vs. complex data
displays; interpreting literal vs. figurative language) and the task required (e.g., solving routine
vs. non-routine problems) are used to determine DOK levels (Hess, et al., 2009). DOK
consistency between standards and assessment indicates alignment if what is elicited from
students on the assessment is as demanding cognitively as what students are expected to know
and do as stated in the standards (Webb, 2009). The objectives within the standards and
assessment should be comparable, and according to Webb, 1997,1999, 2007, is an essential
requirement of alignment analysis. Webb’s DOK affords students the opportunity to articulate,
gain deep understanding, and related to content. The levels of cognitive development are (Hess,
et al., 2009; Webb, 1997):
•

DOK-1 (Recall & Reproduction)- Recall a fact, term, principle, or concept; perform a
routine procedure.

•

DOK-2 (Basic Application of Skills/Concepts)- Use information, conceptual knowledge;
select appropriate procedures for a task; perform two or more steps with decision points
along the way; solve routine problems; organize or display; data; interpret or use simple
graphs.

•

DOK-3 (Strategic Thinking)- Reason or develop a plan to approach a problem; employ
some decision-making and justification; solve abstract, complex, or non-routine
problems, complex. (DOK-3 problems often allow more than one possible answer.)
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•

DOK-4 (Extended Thinking)- Perform investigations or apply concepts and skills to the
real world that require time to research, problem solve, and process multiple conditions
of the problem or task; perform non-routine manipulations across disciplines, content
areas, or multiple sources.
Webb (2002, 2008) conducted studies regarding the alignment analysis conducted on the

standards and assessments of three states and reading standards and assessments in grades 3-8
and 10. The analysis of both studies judged the alignment between the standards and the
assessment using four criteria (Webb, 2002). The first criterion categorical concurrence between
standards and assessment is met if the same or consistent categories of content appear in both
documents (Webb, 2002, p.3). Webb aligned the Wisconsin Alternate Assessment for Students
with Disabilities (WAA-SwD), a standardized test, and the state standards for reading and
mathematics. (Webb 1997 as cited by Sydoruk, 2018) In both studies, Webb found that there
were issues with categorical concurrence, in that not all items were aligned between the
assessment and the supposed corresponding standards (Sydoruk, 2018).
The second criteria depth of knowledge examines the alignment between the standards,
assessment and if in fact cognitively demanding as what students are expected to learn and
perform in their grade level (Webb, 2008). One of the studies employed the six stages Extended
Depth of Knowledge Stages for Special Education (EDOK) instead of the traditional four depthof-knowledge levels. Interpreting and assigning depth-of-knowledge levels to both objectives
within standards and assessment items is an essential requirement of alignment analysis. EDOK
partitions the first DOK level (Recall and Recognition) into three stages, respond, reproduce, and
recall (Webb, 2008). At Stage 1, students are expected to respond or acknowledge text, such as
pointing to letters or words or providing a response to conversation. Students must be able to
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copy or replicate in Stage 2. Stage 3 expects students to be able to recite or recall information,
such as the identification of pictures, letters, and details in text.
According to the depth of knowledge consistency criterion, both studies yielded similar
results. In the first study Webb (2002) determined that nearly all of the standards and
assessments analyzed failed to fully meet an acceptable level on the depth of knowledge
criterion. The second study also identified issues with alignments to the criterion, in that at least
one item was not properly met for at least one standard, existing in Grades 3,5, 6,7, 8, and 10
(Webb, 1997 as cited by Sydoruk, 2018).
The third criterion, the range-of-knowledge is used to judge whether the knowledge
expected is comparable to the span of knowledge that students need in order to complete
assessment/ activities (Webb, 2008). Webb found that generally all standards met this criterion.
Lastly, Webb identifies a criterion known as balance and representation, which compares the
emphasis given to a particular objective on an assessment compared to other objectives, aiming
to ensure a balance between each objective being assessed (Webb as cited by Sydoruk, 2019).
The alignment analysis of extended standards and assessments conducted by Webb (2008)
yielded acceptable results, but in the second study the results were medial (Webb, 2002).
Burns (2017) sought to use the DOK levels to describe and compare the percentages of
the New Jersey Student Learning Standards and of the former New Jersey Core Curriculum
Content Standards in Grades 6–8 mathematics that required students to demonstrate strategic
and/or creative thinking.
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix.
The CRM superimposes Blooms Taxonomy six levels and Webb’s DOK. Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix developed in 2005, combined two models for describing the complexity
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and deeper learning that were accepted in the fields of education and assessment (Hess, et al.,
2009b). Bloom's Taxonomy and Webb’s DOK differ in scope and application. According to
Hess, “Bloom's Taxonomy categorizes the cognitive skills required of the brain to perform a
task, describing the type of thinking necessary to answer a question, and the Depth of
knowledge, relates more closely to the depth of content understanding and the scope of a
learning, which manifests in the skills required to complete the task from beginning to end (e.g.,
planning, researching, drawing conclusions)” (Hess, et al. 2009a, p. 3). The CRM allows
educators to examine the depth of understanding required for the performance of different tasks
that might seem comparable to the levels of complexity (Hess, et al., 2009b). Below is Hess’s
Cognitive Rigor Matrix with specific English Language Arts and Social Studies examples:

Figure 4. ELA/ social studies DOK levels to Blooms Taxonomy of educational objectives (Karin
Hess) (Hess, 2006).
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The Cognitive rigor matrix was used in an analysis of two large-scale studies of
mathematics and English language arts curricula; teachers from 200 Nevada and Oklahoma
public schools submitted 200,000 work samples. (The Standards Company LLC, 2008a, 2008b
as cited by Hess, et al, 2009a). Curriculum specialists analyzed the items on work samples using
the CRM, assigning to each sample its DOK level and the highest Bloom's Taxonomy level
appearing on the sample (Hess, et al, 2009a). Results for English language arts indicate a
preponderance of assignments correlating to the [2, 2] cell of cognitive rigor. (The two
coordinates denote the levels of DOK and Bloom's Taxonomy, respectively.) mathematics
assignments, on the other hand, heavily sampled the [1,1] and [1,3] cells (Hess et al., 2009). The
tool affords educators the opportunity to properly analyze curriculum and assessment for
cognitive rigor; they can then provide students with cognitively appropriate instruction that
prepares them for global competitiveness.
The Partnership for Assessment for Readiness for College and Careers
Common Core State Standards (CCSS, 2010) claimed the standards were designed to
provide and build upon the most advanced critical thinking, problem solving, and analytical
skills that will in turn prepare students for success in college, career, and life (CCSS, 2010). The
standards are measured through standardized assessments developed by the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers. PARCC is a consortium of states that has
developed next-generation assessment system in English and math anchored in what it takes to
be ready for college and careers (Camara & Quenemoen, 2012). The PARCC assessments are
summative (Brown, Afflerbach, & Croninger, 2014). The developers of the PARCC tests claim
the tests measure students’ readiness to master rigorous academic content at each grade level,
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think critically and apply knowledge to solve problems, and conduct research to develop and
communicate a point of view (PARCC, 2019). The PARCC (2019) assessments claim to:
•

Determine whether students are college and career ready or on track

•

Assess the full range of the Common Score State Standards, including standards that are
difficulty to measure

•

Measure the full range of student performance, including high and low performing
students

•

Provide data during the academic year to inform instruction, intervention, and
professional development

•

Provide data for accountability, including measures of growth

•

Incorporate innovative approaches throughout the system

PARCC’s (2019) early and continuing design commitments reflect the Partnership’s ambitions
to meet these high expectations for next-generation, college and career readiness assessments. In
2016, PARCC switched to a single, end of year administration and in 2017, the PARCC
Governing Board selected New Meridian Corporation as the management and content
development vendor for the next phase of the PARCC assessment system (PARCC, 2019).
Herman & Linn (2014), summarizes PARCC and Smarter Balanced claims in English language
arts:
•

Reading: Students can independently read and closely analyze a range of increasingly
complex texts.

•

Writing: Students can produce well-grounded and effective writing for a variety of
purposes and audiences.
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•

Research: Students can build and present knowledge through research and the integration,
comparison, and synthesis of ideas. Likewise, here’s a summary of PARCC and Smarter
Balanced claims in mathematics:

•

Concepts and Procedures: Students can explain and apply mathematical concepts and
procedures and carry out mathematical procedures with precision and fluency.

•

Problem Solving: Students can solve a range of complex, well- posed problems in pure
and applied mathematics.

•

Communicating/Reasoning: Students can clearly and precisely construct viable
arguments.

•

Modeling and Data Analysis: Students can analyze complex, real world scenarios and
construct and use mathematical models to interpret and solve problems.
According to Herman & Lin (2013), results from previous studies indicate that PARCC

and Smarter Balanced summative assessments are likely to represent important goals for deeper
learning, particularly those related to mastering and being able to apply core academic content
and cognitive strategies related to complex thinking, communication, and problem solving. To
support the claims about assessments’ complexity the PARCC consortium developed and
employed the PARCC cognitive complexity frameworks. The consortiums master claim in terms
of mathematics is keeping students on-track for college and career readiness. To achieve this the
student must solve grade-level /course-level problems in mathematics as set forth in the
Standards for Mathematical Content with connections to the Standards for Mathematical Practice
(PARCC, 2019).
In the study Measuring Deeper Learning through Cognitively Demanding Test Items:
Results from the Analysis of Six National and International Exams, Yuan & Le (2014) described
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how PARCC uses two frameworks for mathematics and ELA/literacy and how it is defined in
terms of sources of cognitive complexity. Mathematics employs five sources of cognitive
complexity. The mathematical content, in each grade level impose a demand of complexity, and
each level is categorized from a range of low to high complexity. The source of mathematical
practices involves how students are expected to perform and how it is applied. Stimulus material
accounts for the role of technology and response mode examines the requirements in which a
student must complete the assessment. Lastly, processing demands explains the reading and
linguistics demand in each item. Below is the Sources of Cognitive Complexity in
Mathematics:

Figure 5. Proposed sources of cognitive complexity in PARCC items and tasks: mathematics
(PARCC, 2019).
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In the Summative ELA/literacy assessments, students are expected to read and analyze
fiction and nonfiction passages. They must also be able to write what they learn by using
evidence to support their arguments. In the English language arts (ELA)/literacy assessments,
the PLDs (performance level descriptors) at each grade level are written for the two assessment
claims of reading and writing (PARCC, 2019). PLDs indicate what a student in each grade level
must demonstrate. The reading claims are text complexity, range of accuracy in reading
comprehension and responses, and the evidence cited. For the writing claims, PLDs are
differentiated in the two factors written expression, and knowledge of language and conventions.
To support both the reading and writing claims, PARCC employs four sources of
cognitive complexity to analyze items and tasks (Yuan & Le, 2014). Text complexity, a text will
be assigned to one of the three categories of complexity (readily accessible, moderately complex,
or very complex). The source of command of textual evidence defines the amount of text that a
student must process and understand. As mentioned previously, the response mode is the way
students are expected to answer to complete the assessment and can consequently influence the
items cognitive demand. Lastly, the processing demands explain the affects in cognitive
complexity within the linguistic demands and reading. The PARCC CCR (College and Career
Ready) Determinations in ELA/Literacy and mathematics describe the academic knowledge,
skills, and practices that students must demonstrate to show their ability to directly enter and
succeed in entry-level and relevant technical courses in content areas at two- and four-year
public institutions of higher education (PARCC, 2019). Below you can find the Sources of
Cognitive Complexity in ELA/Literacy used for assessments determinations.
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Figure 6. Proposed sources of cognitive complexity in PARCC items and Tasks: ELA/literacy
(PARCC, 2019).
The use of results from standardized assessments to make important judgments about
students and teachers have been considered a controversial aspect of American education. Since
the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act more then 15 years ago, state tests have played an
outsized role in schools (Rothman & Marion, 2016). The law required states to develop highquality academic assessments aligned with challenging state academic standards that measure
students’ knowledge of reading/language arts, mathematics, and science (Ashby, 2009). The
overarching goal for this law was to incentivize educators to focus on the student’s achievement.
PARCC's critics have long complained that the exams are not grade appropriate, which is
another way of saying they're unfairly challenging (Plotting future without PARCC). Tying
these results to evaluations have caused pressure to “teach to the test”.
PARCC has been dropped by many states, with the illusion of new assessments. In 2017,
the PARCC consortium sold its test questions to the Council of Chief State School Officers,
which represents state education commissioners (Gerwertz, 2019). Moreover, PARCC chose a
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new organization, New Meridian, to manage licensing those test questions to states (p.2). In the
article Parking PARCC Claims in the Dumpster of Failed Reforms (2019), Tienken, discussed
the fading of PARCC, and how its questions and similar tests are developed through the
mentioned licensing agreements in 10 states and the New Meridian Corporation. Originally the
consortium had an all or nothing mentality, but with the exit of states, the usage of the item bank
(test questions) was then implemented as a survival tactic to keep them afloat.
Tienken (2019) argued that the four common claims made to the public by state education
agency personnel and PARCC officials. The following claims and arguments are:
Claim 1 (PARCC tests are diagnostic and the results provide educators with important
information about student mastery): Assessments must have reliability figures around
0.80 to 0.90 to diagnose a student’s achievement of any skill at the individual level.
To attain reliability the test must include about 20 to 25 questions per skill (Frisbie;
Tanner, as cited by Tienken, 2019). Furthermore, the PARCC assessment tends to
assess multiple skills in one question. The information the teacher may gain to
further help the student is received after they have subsequently transitioned to the
next grade level. We can infer that the assessment does not provide an accurate
glimpse of the student’s achievement.
Claim 2 (PARCC provides valid results of what students know and can do in English
Language Arts and Mathematics): Tienken and colleagues completed a study
regarding the predictability of the results from the PARCC Algebra 1 test and the
PARCC English 10 tests administered in New Jersey during the 2016-2017 school
year. The results from the study suggest that the percentage of students scoring
proficient or above on the Algebra 1 and English 10 can be predicted for 71%-75% of
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the 159 school districts in the sample. If standardized assessments can only be
predicted with a moderate level of accuracy, how valid are the results for making
decisions that determine the way we educate our students?
Claim 3 (PARCC results tell parents, students, teachers, and the public whether students
in Grades 3–8 and high school are college and career ready): If PARCC provides
valuable information of whether students are college and caree ready, why isn’t use as
a determination instead of the SAT or ACTs? Not even the SATs can predict
accurately which students will do well their first year of college or beyond (College
Board, as cited by Tienken, 2019).
Claim 4 (PARCC assesses important 21st-century skills and knowledge): PARCC tests
mostly measures 19th-century skills with a 20th-century tool. The assessments are
aligned to the Common core state standards, which have the expectation of analyzing,
but if looked closely students are only required to analyze for one right answer.
(Tienken, 2019, pp. 57-59)
According to Tienken (2019), the ultimate assessment system already exists in public school
classrooms: the teacher.
The PARCC tests have long been criticized for being administered in high-stakes
circumstances before they were studied and validated. In the article Alice in PARCCland: Does’
validity study’ really prove the Common Core test is valid? (2016), William Mathis states that
PARCC’s rejoinder is that they had content validity, meaning that the test was built according to
their committee-reviewed specifications. But what is missing is predictive validity meaning, the
test results do not equate to the measure of “College and Career Ready?” (p.2) This claim is
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extensively emphasized in PARCC marketing materials and parroted by some education policy
makers and educators.
In the study tiled Predictive Validity of MCAS and PARCC: Comparing 10th Grade
MCAS Tests to PARCC Integrated Math II, Algebra II, and 10th Grade English Language Arts
Tests (2015), the state of Massachusetts was deciding whether to continue using the MCAS
(Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment system) or adopt PARCC. Since at the time there
was no research regarding PARCC and its predictability of college readiness, the Massachusetts
Executive Office of education commissioned Mathematica Policy Research to conduct a study.
The study was set to provide evidence on the extent to which MCAS and PARCC test scores can
accurately assess whether students will succeed in college (Nichols-Barrer, Place, Dillon, & Gill,
2015).
Ultimately, it was determined by the authors of the study that the PARCC and MCAS
10th-grade exams equally predicted college success, as measured by first-year grades (GPA) and
probable that the students would need remediation (Nichols-Barrer et al., 2015). Employing
correlation coefficient, a sample size of about 847 college freshmen was divided into two MCAS
testing groups and five PARCC testing groups. Correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of
the relationship between test scores and college outcomes (Nichols-Barrer et al., 2015). The
correlation coefficient provides a common benchmark to summarize the relationship between
two variables.
Mathematica determined that the correlation coefficients between test scores and GPA
were, ranging from 0.07 to 0.40 (p.11). The correlations between math GPA and PARCC math
scores are 0.37 to 0.40. The ELA test and ELA GPA had a small correlation of 0.13 to 0.26
(p.11). There are a number of issues associated with the use of correlation which includes the
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effect of non-linear relationships, outliers, restriction of range, correlation versus causality and
statistical versus practical significance (Pallant, 2010). The study sample only included college
students instead of real high school students. Correlation coefficients in this study ran from
minus one (perfect inverse relationship) to zero (no relationship) to 1.0 (perfect relationship)
(Mathis, 2016). How much one measure predicts another is the square of the correlation
coefficient (p.4). For instance, when you square the highest coefficient (0.40) it gives us .16,
subsequently meaning that PARCC tests predicted 16 percent of first-year college GPA (Mathis,
2016). When computing the rest of the correlations one can determine that most of the sample
size was not utilized. With such low predictability, Mathematica fails to provide accurate
information. Its implications that standardized tests predict college readiness is unfounded, and
one can further determine how a play in numbers can paint another story.
Related Studies
There are many questions regarding the validity of standardized assessments, with limited
research that affirms their claims. Standardized assessments evaluate what the students are
expected to gain through curriculum and instruction. The following studies systematically
examine to what extent is higher learning embedded in the assessments and programs using
cognitive complexity tools.
Six National and International Exams
In 2010, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation’s Education Program launched its
strategic Deeper Learning Initiative, which focuses on students’ development of deeper learning
skills (i.e., the mastery of core academic content, critical-thinking, problem-solving,
collaboration, communication, and “learn-how-to-learn” skills) (Yuan & Le, 2014, p.xi). In the
study Yuan and Le (2012b), examined the cognitive demand of six nationally and internationally
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administered tests with the goal of providing a benchmark of understanding to the extent these
large-scale assessments—and, measure students’ deeper learning.
The study employed two frameworks Webb’s Depth of Knowledge and the PARCC
framework to analyze three deeper learning skills: critical thinking, problem, solving, and written
communication (Yuan and Le 2012b). Webb’s DOK defines four levels of cognitive complexity.
PARCC provides two frameworks to describe the cognitive demands of mathematics and ELA
(Yuan and Le, p.xii). Although the PARCC framework provided guidelines for combining
various dimensions to create an overall complexity score, Yuan and Le (2012b) deviated from
the recommended scoring mechanism. It appeared that the DOK framework placed relatively
greater emphasis on the types of cognitive processes elicited, whereas the PARCC framework
placed relatively greater emphasis on the difficulty of the content being tested (Yuan & Le,
2014).
The six assessments varied in their results regarding the cognitive demands. IB and AP
had higher percentages of cognitively demanding items than other benchmark tests in both
subjects compared to TIMSS and PIRLS, which appeared to be less cognitively demanding than
other benchmark tests (Yuan & Le, 2012b). There was indication that the percentage of
cognitively demanding items on the six tests was associated with the purpose of the assessments
and the targeted student population (Yuan & Le, 2012b). The IB and AP tests assess students’
readiness for postsecondary academic learning and target academically advanced high school
students, in contrast, PISA, NAEP, TIMSS, and PIRLS assess what students know and can do at
the time of the administered test (p.15).
SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium Common Core State Standards
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The Smarter Balanced Consortium like PARCC developed a standardized assessment
aligned to the Common Core State Standards. Essentially, the two consortiums seek to meet the
same goal, determining if a student is “college and career ready”. Both assessments utilize
computer-based ELA and math assessments designed to evaluate proficiency in Grades 3-8 and
high school.
Sato, Lagunoff, and Worth’s (2011) study was a descriptive analysis of the Common
Core State Standards, determining which content is eligible for the Smarter Balanced
Assessment (SBA) Consortium’s end of year summative assessment for ELA and mathematics in
grades 3-8 and high school.

The high school standards analyzed were those in grades 9-10 and

11-12 ELA, and all conceptual categories for mathematics (Sato et al., 2011).
Sato et al.’s (2011) analysis aimed to address two key questions: which CCSS are
eligible for the SBAC summative assessment, and the range of depth of knowledge. In order to
determine eligibility, content standards were coded according to the criteria and coding
dimensions (i.e., learnable during the school year, expected of all students, measurable via ondemand assessment, eligible for the summative assessment, response type, and DOK) (Sato et
al., 2011).

Employing Webb’s DOK, coders reviewed each standard to determine the range of

cognitive complexity required to preform the skill or demonstrate the knowledge described by
the standard (Sato et al., 2011). Subsequently, the findings from the DOK coding provide
information on the range of cognitive complexity of content in the standards, which helps with
the development of the assessment.
The findings in this analysis were intended as a starting point in the development of the
standardized assessment. In ELA Sato et al. (2011) employed the pattern for DOK levels, and
determined its similarities is for all standards and eligible standards. Across all grades, the
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majority of standards were coded to DOK Levels 2 and 3, with the number coded to DOK Level
2 decreasing slightly and the number coded to DOK 3 increasing slightly from the elementary
grades to the secondary grades. Standards coded to DOK Level 4 increased from grades 3
through 6, and became constant between grades 7 and 9–10, rising slightly at grades 11–12.
Standards coded to DOK Level 1 followed the reverse pattern, decreasing from grades 3 through
5, and remaining about the same at grades 6 through 12 (p.19). In mathematics across all grades
and conceptual categories, the majority of standards were coded to DOK Level 1 and/or Level 2.
In grade 7, grade 8, and especially the high school conceptual category Geometry, a notable
number of standards were also coded to Level 3 (Sato et al., 2011). One standard in Geometry
was coded to Level 4 (p.34).
Higher Order Thinking Requirements of an Online-Based ELA Skills Program
Online-based programs have gained popularity in recent years, there is little research
conducted on the effectiveness of these programs, the validity of the claims made by these
private companies, or the types and frequency of tasks that promote higher order thinking skill
set development embedded in such programs (Sydoruk, 2018). This program, as well as many
others, was designed to meet the needs of 21st century skills, which had been incorporated into
Standard 9 of the NJCCCS (p.106). Sydoruk (2018) employed the Hess Cognitive Framework to
analyze the level and distribution of cognitive complexity within HOT Learning program.
Sydoruk explored the topic by analyzing Grade 8 English language arts questions from
the program using CRM as an analytical framework to categorize the distribution of higher order
thinking of a question (Sydoruk, 2018). Two coders utilized the framework to examine 231
questions from the HOT Learning program following the double-rater read-behind consensus
model (Sydoruk, 2018).
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The findings in this study yielded that the program was not considered to be cognitively
complex. Of the questions examined in the HOT Learning program, 12.1% of questions placed
into higher-level cells (p.106). There were 203 questions, or 87.9%, from the sample that placed
into Levels 1 and 2 (p.101). 139 questions placed into Level 2, making up 68.5% were placed
into cell [2,2] required students to choose a main idea that best fit the passage following a
multiple-choice format (Sydoruk, 2018). 64 questions placed into Level 1, which equaled 31.5%
of were placed into cell [1,2] because they required students to describe an event that happened
in the passage or to define a term from the text (p. 101).
Theoretical Framework
Numerous theoretical frameworks have been developed throughout the years, and have
sought to be used by many in the United States. Specifically, Blooms Taxonomy and Webb’s
Depth of Knowledge have gain popularity due to its use for the analyzing cognitive demand.
The frameworks have similarities regarding the analysis of higher order thinking, but also have
differences in its applications. Blooms Taxonomy specifically focuses on the action, measuring
students’ abilities and outcomes according to the six cognitive levels. The revised framework
moved away from nouns and places focus on verbs to facilitate the action of higher order
thinking.
On the contrary, the Webb (1997, 2002) alignment process is one of a handful of
processes that have been used to determine cognitive demands between curriculum standards and
assessments (Blank, 2002). Many states and districts employ DOK to designate the depth and
complexity of state standards to align the state’s large- scale assessments or to revise existing
standards to achieve higher cognitive levels for instruction (Hess et al., 2009a). The language
arts and mathematics CRM tables found in Appendix A and Appendix B illustrate the DOK
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levels employed to analyze each practice test question. As mentioned previously educational
stakeholders have agreed in the importance of defining higher order thinking and its application.
This study utilizes Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix as the framework to categorize the
complexity of language used on PARCC practice test questions (Hess et al., 2009a). The CRM
superimposes two different cognitive complexity measures – Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s
Depth of Knowledge – to produce a means of analyzing the emphasis placed on curricular
materials, instructional focus, and classroom assessment (Hess, 2013). Utilizing Hess’ Cognitive
Rigor Matrix to guide analysis, this study requires coding and the comparison of various DOK
and Bloom’s Taxonomy levels in order to draw important conclusions.
PARCC claims to provide all students with equitable access to high-quality, 21st century
assessments (PARCC, 2018). The theoretical framework aims to compare the practices tests
from Grades 3 and 4 English language arts and mathematics with the PARCC claims, while
describing the level and distribution of higher order thinking. A major obstacle when assessing
the complexity of the assessments questions is the non-definitive definitions of higher order
thinking. Despite a plethora of research that highlight the actions and tasks that contribute to
higher order thinking, such as critical thinking and problem solving, there is no unified definition
of higher order thinking to which educators and researchers can refer (Sydoruk, 2019).
Educators tend to believe that they’re applying higher order thinking into their lessons and
assessments when they are not. Studies analyzing classroom tests, over many decades, have
found that most teacher-made tests require only recall of information (Marso & Pigge, 1993 as
cited by Brookhart, 2010).
When teachers are surveyed about how often they think they assess application,
reasoning, and higher-order thinking, teachers claim they assess these cognitive levels quite a bit
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(Brookhart, p.10). There is an array of strategies that educators can implement to produce higher
order information from their learners. The application of higher order thinking is developed
utilizing various learning activities and assessments including critical thinking, problem solving,
reasoning, and creative thinking (Brookhart, p.14). Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix provides a
mean of analyzing the higher order thinking within curricular activities and assessments.
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix (CRM) will be employed to analyze complex thinking in a
nationally used standardized test. This study ultimately aims to systematically examine the extent
in which higher learning is embedded in the PARCC practice elementary tests. The essential goal
is to gather and provide information that will help create a new education paradigm that will
cultivate creative and entrepreneurial talents to make creativity, entrepreneurship education the
core to the education (Zhao, 2012). Hence, the results of this study will help contextualize future
analysis to the extent of cognitive complexity in the assessments compared to the state standards,
and actual classroom application.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Introduction
The purpose for this Mixed-methods study was to compare, analyze, and describe the
language of complex thinking embedded within the 2016 Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in language arts and mathematics
Grades 3 and 4. Policy focus on both test-driven accountability and 21st century skills
(sometimes called higher order thinking, complex thinking, deeper learning etc.) is accelerating
(Nehring, Charner-Laird, M, & Szczesiul, 2019). Employers, postsecondary institutions, and
civic leaders are urging greater focus on 21st century skills essential for college, career, and civic
success: problem solving, interpersonal skills, and collaboration (Parsi & Darling-Hammond,
2015). In response to these demands, states across the United States are working to readjust
policies on educational standards, standardized assessments, and human capital strategies to set a
new course for their state education systems (Nehring et al., 2019; Parisi & Darling, 2015; Every
Student Succeeds Act, 2016; No Child Left Behind, 2002).
The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice
tests were selected as the focal point of this analysis study due to the lack of existing literature on
the level of complex thinking embedded in the assessment. Although the name PARCC might
be disappearing into the past, PARCC questions and PARCC-like tests will live on through
shared licensing agreements between states and entities (Tienken, 2019). The following chapter
describes the methodology, in detail, used for this study.
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Research Questions
The study was grounded by an overarching research question: What are the types of thinking are
assessed by the questions on 2016 PARCC practice tests in English language arts and
mathematics in grades 3 and 4?
1.

In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the English language arts
section of 2016 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the language that promotes
higher-order thinking found in research literature?

2.

In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the mathematics section of 2016
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice
tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the language that promotes higher-order
thinking found in research literature?

3.

What is the distribution of thinking on the 2016 Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in English language arts
and mathematics in Grades 3 and 4?
Policy Context
In 2010, states joined together to develop and adopt the Common Core State Standards

(CCSS) with the intent of preparing the students for success in college and career (PARCC,
2019). According to the PARCC consortium (2019), the assessment is based on research and
benchmarking to the standards of high performing nations, and to the demands of rigorous
college courses (PARCC, 2019). PARCC’s claims directly reflect a policy concern about
measuring the 21st century cognitive competencies (PARCC, 2019).
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The PARCC consortium had many participant states, although some of those dropped out
of the project before the first test administration, in the 2014-15 school year. Under parent and
educator backlash against PARCC, the states that dropped the standardized assessment, decided
to replace the exam. New Mexico and Maryland being the latest states to indicate an end to
PARCC testing (Tienken, 2019). As mentioned previously, the PARCC assessment may be
fading, but PARCC questions and PARCC-like tests will live on (Tienken, 2019). An example
would be states such as Illinois, whom do not intend on cutting the cord with PARCC, instead
includes a core of PARCC test items on the new tests so that it can maintain some level of yearto-year comparability in student results (Sawchuk, 2018). In essence, the items in the assessment
are similar or a complete copy of the PARCC questions.
The consortia’s goal was to put forth an assessment that could assess student
preparedness for college and career. According to Herman and Linn (2014), the United States
invested in the PARCC consortia to develop assessment systems that would embody the
Common Core State Standards (Herman & Linn. 2014). The PARCC College and Career Ready
(CCR) Determinations in ELA/Literacy and mathematics describes the academic knowledge,
skills, and practices in English language arts/literacy and mathematics students must demonstrate
to show they are able to enter directly into and succeed in entry-level, credit-bearing courses and
relevant technical courses in those content areas at two- and four-year public institutions of
higher education (PARCC, 2019). Subsequently, the consortia claimed that CCR Determination
would provide policymakers, educators, parents, and students with a clear signal about the level
of academic preparation needed for success (PARCC, 2019).
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Research Design
The design for this study was a case study with Mixed-methods. “A case study is an indepth description and analysis of a bounded system” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015 p. 37).
Similarly, Creswell (2009) described case studies as strategies researchers explore in depth a
program, event, activity, process, and or individuals (p. 13). Furthermore, Yin (2014) stated “a
case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon its real-life
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident” (Merriam & Tisdell pp. 37-38).
Most definitions regarding case studies are parallel in their beliefs. Although Merriam’s
(2015) definition of a qualitative case study is that of an in-depth description and analysis of a
bounded system, it is congruent with other definitions (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Cresswell, 2007;
Patton, 2002; Stake, 2005). Freebody (2003) explained how case studies focus on one particular
instance of educational experience and attempt to gain theoretical and professional insights from
a full documentation of that instance.
The case study design was employed in this study because it provided the structure and
methods needed to study the cognitive complexity within the PARCC assessments.
Additionally, the design afforded the opportunity to put in place an inquiry in which both
researchers and educators can reflect upon particular instances of educational practice (Freebody,
2003 p.103).
Methods
A qualitative content analysis method was employed for the first part of the study to code
each of the PARCC assessment questions in language arts and mathematics Grades 3 and 4
based on pre-existing codes. Qualitative content analysis is a research approach for the
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description and interpretation of textual data using the systematic process of coding (Assarroudi,
Nabavi, Armat, Ebadi, & Vaismoradi, 2018). Creswell (2009) described qualitative data analysis
as an ongoing process involving preparing the data for analysis, conducting different analyses,
moving deeper into understanding the data, representing the data, and making an interpretation
of the larger meaning of the data (p.183).
The final product of data analysis is the identification of categories, themes and patterns
(Elo and Kynga¨ s, 2008; Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; Zhang and Wildemuth, 2009 as cited by
Assarroudi et al., 2018). Hsieh and Shannon (2005) emphasized that the success of a content
analysis depends greatly on the coding process. Creswell (2009) defined coding as the process of
organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to information
(Rossman & Tallis, 1998).
The coding protocol for each assessment question in each subject and grade level
followed the procedures described by Mayring (2000). The coding team analyzed and coded the
Grades 3 and 4 PARCC practice assessments in English language arts and mathematics based on
the Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix methodology (See Figure 5). The categories from the Hess
Cognitive Rigor Matrix formed the foundation for the codes.
Deductive category application was utilized to connect the language from Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix to the language of the 220 English language arts and mathematics
questions obtained from the PARCC practice tests. “In deductive content analysis, the
organization phase involves categorization matrix development, whereby all the data are
reviewed for content and coded for correspondence to or exemplification of the identified
categories” (Polit & Beck, 2012 as cited by Elo et al., 2014, p.2). Deductive category application
works with prior formulated, theoretical derived aspects of analysis, bringing them in connection
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with the text (Mayring, 2000). The language on Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix was used to
categorize the PARCC questions according to its complexity. The coding and analysis process is
outlined in the figure below adapted from Mayring (2000).
Research Questions
The study was grounded by an overarching research question: What are the types of thinking assessed by the
questions on 2016 PARCC practice tests in English language arts and mathematics in grades 3 and 4?
The following sub-questions guided the research:
1. In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the English language arts section of 2016
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and
4 compare with the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature?
2. In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the mathematics section of 2016 Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 compare
with the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature?
3. What is the distribution of thinking on the 2016 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers (PARCC) practice tests in English language arts and mathematics in Grades 3 and 4?

Theoretical Framework
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix

Develop a Coding Agenda Based on the Web Alignment Tool
Develop Coding Protocol and Definitions for the Hess’ CRM model
Choose anchor samples for each Webb’s DOK level

Consultant Coder Training on Hess’ CRM Coding Agenda,
Rules, and Protocol
Practice Coding

Ensuring
Reliability-Read
Behind Method
of Coding

Qualitative Content Analysis of Standards Using Deductive
Category Application Based on Hess’ CRM

Calibration, Final Coding, and Consensus Meeting

Triangulation

Data Analysis, Interpreting Distribution of Higher Order
Thinking Levels Within the Questions
of the PARCC Practice Test
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Figure 7. Step model for deductive category application, adapted from Mayring (2000).

After assessing the authenticity and nature of documents or artifacts, the researcher must
adopt some system for coding and cataloging them (Merriam, p.152). In this study, the PARCC
assessment questions Grades 3 and 4 in language arts and mathematics were coded and analyzed
based on Hess’ CRM. Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix was appropriate for this study because the
language of its framework included much of the language of higher order thinking found in the
literature. The Matrix was an organized way to categorize the types of complex thinking in the
test questions.
According to Hess et al. (2009a), the Cognitive Rigor Matrix (CRM) vividly connects,
yet clearly distinguishes, the two schemata, allowing educators to examine the rigor associated
with tasks that might seem at first glance comparable in complexity. Furthermore, the CRM
combines the higher order thinking of Webb’s Depth of knowledge and the analysis of cognitive
skills within tasks and assessments. “The resulting combination of Bloom's Taxonomy and
depth of knowledge, cognitive rigor forms a comprehensive structure for defining rigor, thus
posing a wide range of uses at all levels of curriculum development and delivery” (Hess et al.,
2009a).
Quantitative methods were employed in the second part of the study. Specifically,
frequencies, and descriptive statistics were utilized to describe the differences and similarities of
complex thinking that exist in the language of the PARCC practice assessment. I calculated the
percentage of the questions that were categorized in each level of Hess’ CRM based on the
qualitative analysis of the language of the assessment questions.
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Description of Documents
Document is often used as an umbrella term to refer to a wide range of written, visual,
digital, and physical material relevant to the study (including visual images) (Merriam & Tisdell,
2015). Documents, as the term is used in (Merriam 2009), also include what LeCompte and
Preissle (1993) defined as artifacts “symbolic materials such as writing and signs and nonsymbolic materials such as tools and furnishings” (p. 216). Most documents and artifacts exist
prior to commencing the research study, and are produced for reasons other than the research at
hand (Merriam, 2009; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
The English language arts and mathematics in the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 were the
documents analyzed in this study. Document were downloaded from the PARCC website on July
9, 2019. The practice tests in its entirety are a 346-page document that focuses on both language
arts and math subjects in grades 3 and 4. The evidence statements describe the knowledge and
skills that the assessment item/task elicits from students are derived directly from the Common
Core State Standards for mathematics and language arts (the standards) (PARCC, 2019).
Data Collection
The data gathered were retrieved from a public website containing PARCC assessment
information and various tools. The practice tests were made readily available in Grades 3-11.
For this study, I only focused in Grades 3 and 4 language arts and mathematics.
Coders
As part of this study a coding committee was established. Two coders were used. The
first coder has been an educator for over 10 years in Grades K-6th. The qualified second coder
was asked to code and determine the proper placement of each assessment question utilizing
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Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. The second coder, an educator with 8 years of experience, earned
her doctorate in Educational Leadership in 2018. She has previous coding experience using the
Hess CRM since 2016, and is currently using the model to code for various New Jersey schools.
The coders followed and implemented the rules adapted from the Webb’s Alignment Training
Manual.
Coding Protocol
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix is designed as a 24-cell grid, with Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge on the X-axis (the columns) and Bloom’s Taxonomy as the Y-axis (the rows). The
matrix contained cells that stipulated a specific coding scheme, in which provided how complex
the document being analyzed is (Sydoruk, 2019). The Webb’s Depth of knowledge being the
first number and Bloom’s Taxonomy being the second number for each cell (ex. [1,2]).
Furthermore an explanation of each categories is provided below (adapted from Hess et al.,
2009b).
•

[1,1]: Webb’s Level 1, Bloom’s Level 1. Recall, recognize, or locate basic facts, ideas,
principles. Recall or identify conversions between representations, numbers, or units of
measure. Identify facts/details in texts.

•

[1,2]: Webb’s Level 1, Bloom’s Level 2. Compose and decompose numbers. Evaluate an
expression. Locate points (grid, number line). Represent math relationships in words,
pictures, or symbols. Write simple sentences. Select appropriate word for intended
meaning. Describe/explain how or why.

•

[1,3]: Webb’s Level 1, Bloom’s Level 3. Follow simple/routine procedure (recipe-type
directions). Solve a one-step problem. Calculate, measure, apply a rule. Apply an
algorithm or formula (area, perimeter, etc.). Represent in words or diagrams a concept or
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relationship. Apply rules or use resources to edit spelling, grammar, punctuation, and
conventions.
•

[1,4]: Webb’s Level 1, Bloom’s Level 4. Retrieve information from a table or graph to
answer a question. Identify or locate specific information contained in maps, charts,
tables, graphs, or diagrams.

•

[1,6]: Webb’s Level 1, Bloom’s Level 6. Brainstorm ideas, concepts, or perspectives
related to a topic or concept.

•

[2,2]: Webb’s Level 2, Bloom’s Level 2. Specify and explain relationships. Give nonexamples/examples. Make and record observations. Take notes; organize ideas/data.
Summarize results concepts, ideas. Make basic inferences or logical predictions from
data or texts. Identify main ideas or accurate generalizations.

•

[2,3]: Webb’s Level 2, Bloom’s Level 3. Select a procedure according to task needed
and perform it. Solve routine problem applying multiple concepts or decision points.
Retrieve information from a table, graph, or figure and use it to solve a problem
requiring multiple steps. Use models to represent concepts. Write paragraph using
appropriate organization, text structure, and signal words.

•

[2,4]: Webb’s Level 2, Bloom’s Level 4. Categorize, classify materials.
Compare/contrast figures or data. Select appropriate display data. Organize or interpret
(simple) data. Extend a pattern. Identify use of literary devices. Identify text structure of
paragraph. Distinguish relevant/irrelevant information, fact/opinion.

•

[2,6]: Webb’s Level 2, Bloom’s Level 6. Generate conjectures or hypotheses based on
observations or prior knowledge.
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•

[3,2]: Webb’s Level 3, Bloom’s Level 2. Explain, generalize, or connect ideas using
supporting evidence. Explain thinking when more than one response is possible. Explain
phenomena in terms of concepts. Write full composition to meet specific purpose.
Identify themes.

•

[3,3]: Webb’s Level 3, Bloom’s Level 3. Use concepts to solve non-routine problems.
Design investigation for a specific purpose or research question. Conduct a designed
investigation. Apply concepts to solve non-routine problems. Use reasoning, planning,
and evidence. Revise final draft for meaning or progression of ideas.

•

[3,4]: Webb’s Level 3, Bloom’s Level 4. Compare information within or across data sets
or texts. Analyze and draw conclusions from more complex data. Generalize a pattern.
Organize/interpret data, complex graph. Analyze author’s craft, viewpoint, or potential
bias.

•

[3,5]: Webb’s Level 3, Bloom’s Level 5. Cite evidence and develop a logical argument
for concepts. Describe, compare, and contrast solution methods. Verify reasonableness
of results. Justify conclusions made.

•

[3,6]: Webb’s Level 3, Bloom’s Level 6. Synthesize information within one source or
text. Formulate an original problem, given a situation. Develop a complex model for a
given situation.

•

[4,2]: Webb’s Level 4, Bloom’s Level 2. Explain how concepts or ideas specifically
relate to other content domains or concepts. Develop generalizations of the results
obtained or strategies used and apply them to new problem situations.

•

[4,3]: Webb’s Level 4, Bloom’s Level 3. Select or devise an approach among many
alternatives to solve a novel problem. Conduct a project that specifies a problem,
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identifies solution paths, solves the problem, and reports results. Illustrate how multiple
themes (historical, geographic, social) may be interrelated.
•

[4,4]: Webb’s Level 4, Bloom’s Level 4. Analyze multiple sources of evidence or
multiple works by the same author, or across genres, or time periods. Analyze
complex/abstract themes. Gather, analyze, and organize information. Analyze discourse
styles.

•

[4,5]: Webb’s Level 4, Bloom’s Level 5. Gather, analyze, and evaluate relevancy and
accuracy. Draw and justify conclusions. Apply understanding in a novel way, provide
argument or justification for the application.

•

[4,6]: Webb’s Level 4, Bloom’s Level 6. Synthesize information across multiple sources
or texts. Design a model to inform and solve a real-world, complex, or abstract situation.
The first coding practice session involved coder calibration with the two primary coders.

The session was led by an expert coder who acted as the trainer. The coders agreed that
questions placed into Categories 3 and 4 of Webb’s DOK levels would be considered higher
level, following the guidelines of the Webb Alignment Tool training manual (Webb, Alt,
Ely, & Vesperman, 2005 as cited by Sydoruk, 2019). Moreover some sample rules were
adapted from the Webb’s Alignment Training (WAT) Manual that the coders followed when
assigning Hess’ level of complexity.
1.

The DOK/Blooms Taxonomy levels of an objective should be the level of work
students are most commonly required to perform at that grade level to
successfully demonstrate their attainment of the objective.

2.

The DOK/Blooms Taxonomy levels of an objective should reflect the complexity
of the objective, rather than its difficulty. The DOK/Blooms Taxonomy levels
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describe the kind of thinking involved in a task/assessment, not the likelihood
that the task will be completed correctly.
3.

In assigning DOK/Blooms Taxonomy levels to an objective, think about the
complete domain of items that would be appropriate for measuring the objective.
Identify the depth-of-knowledge level of the most common of these items.

4.

If there is a question regarding which of two levels an objective addresses, such
as Level 1 or Level 2, or Level 2 or Level 3, it is usually appropriate to select the
higher of the two levels.

5.

The team of reviewers should reach consensus on the DOK/Blooms Taxonomy
levels for each objective before coding any items for that grade level (adapted
from Webbs et al., 2005 p.38).

Additionally, the WAT was cross-referenced with Hess’ CRM to include procedures for
facilitating the consensus process during the formal coding process following the training
session. The procedures included the following:
•

Read each objective aloud before discussing it.

•

As you go through the objectives, actively solicit comments from all reviewers.

•

Use your printout to call on people who coded DOK/ Blooms Taxonomy levels
differently from the coding of other members of the group, and ask them to explain why
they coded the objective to the particular levels. Be sure they use the definitions to justify
their answers.

•

Once two reviewers have described how they have coded an objective differently, ask a
third reviewer to highlight the differences between these two interpretations.
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•

Restate and summarize to reviewers your interpretation of what the reviewers have
agreed on and what they have disagreed on.

•

If there is a difference in interpretation of the objective’s terminology or expectations,
appeal to a reviewer with experience in teaching that grade level with these standards to
discern how the state’s teachers might be interpreting the objective.

•

Ask if anyone, through other reviewers’ explanations, now wants to change his or her
mind about their original coding.

•

If the viewpoints on the DOK/ Blooms Taxonomy levels of an objective are divided,
point to the most likely skills or content knowledge required in the objective, not the
more extreme possibilities the objective might allow for.

•

As the facilitator, try not to dominate the consensus process. Even if you have strong
feelings about the DOK/ Blooms Taxonomy levels of an objective, wait to see if other
reviewers highlight your point (adapted from Webb et al., 2005).
Researcher Bias
Bias is commonly understood to be any influence that provides a distortion in the results

of a study (Polit & Beck, 2014 as cited by Galdas, 2017). Recognizing and understanding
research bias is crucial for determining the utility of study results and an essential aspect of
evidence-based decision-making (p.1). When discussing the trustworthiness of findings from a
qualitative content analysis, is important to understand that there is always a degree of
interpretation when analyzing the text(Elo et al., 2014). “Thorough preparation prior to the study
and data gathering, content analysis, trustworthiness discussion, and result reporting is essential”
(Elo et al, p2). More than one person should perform an analysis to increase validity and to
provide sound interpretation of data (Burla et al., 2008; Schreier, 2012 as cited by Elo et al.,
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2014). However, high inter-coder reliability (ICR) is required when more than one coder is
involved (Elo et al., 2014). With the implementation of the double-rater read- behind consensus
model the coding committee met, discussed and agreed the complexity of the assessment
questions ensuring reliability.
Reliability and Validity
“Qualitative validity means to check for accuracy of the findings by employing
procedures, while qualitative reliability indicates that the researchers approach is consistent
across different researchers and different projects” (Creswell, 2009 in Gibbs, 2007 p. 201).
Furthermore, Merriam and Tisdell (2015) explained the connection between reliability and
internal validity from a traditional perspective rests for some on the assumption that a study is
more valid if repeated observations in the same study or replications of the entire study produce
the same results. This logic relies on repetition for the establishment of truth, but as everyone
knows, measurements, observation, and people can be repeatedly wrong (Merriam & Tisdell,
2015).
According to Creswell (2009), the researcher could actively incorporate validity
strategies that enhance the researchers ability to assess the accuracy of findings as well as
convince readers of the accuracy. The following strategies can be implemented to add validity to
the study (Creswell, pp.191-192):
•

Triangulate different data sources of information by examining evidence from the
sources and using it to build a coherent justification for themes. If themes are established
based on converging several sources of data or perspectives from participants, then this
process can be claimed as adding to the validity of the study.
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•

Use member checking to determine the accuracy of the qualitative findings through
taking the final report or specific descriptions back to participants and determining
whether the participants feel that they are accurate.

•

Use rich, thick description to convey the findings.

•

Clarify the bias the researcher brings to the study. This self-reflection creates an open
and honest narrative that will resonate well with readers.

•

Also present negative or discrepant information that runs counter to the themes. Because
real life is composed of different perspectives that do not always coalesce, discussing
contrary information adds to the credibility of an account. A researcher can accomplish
this in discussing evidence about a theme. Most evidence will build a case for the theme;
researchers can also present information that contradicts the general perspective of the
theme.

•

Use peer debriefing to enhance the accuracy of the account. This strategy involving an
interpretation beyond the researcher and invested in another person adds validity to an
account.

•

Use an external auditor to review the entire project. The procedure of having an
independent investigator look over many aspects of the project (e.g., accuracy of
transcription, the relationship between the research questions and the data, the level of
data analysis from the raw data through interpretation) enhances the overall validity of a
qualitative study.
The WAT training manual provided DOK level descriptors that helped organize the

complexity of tasks/ assessment (Webb et al., 2005). Webb’s Alignment Tool (WAT) training
manual contains definitions, explanations, and examples for coders to reference and specifically
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understand how the DOK levels should read for English language arts and mathematics (Sforza
et al., 2016)
According to the WAT for language arts (Webb, et al., 2005):
•

Level 1: Requires students to receive or recite fact or to use simple skills or abilities.

•

Level 2: The engagement of some mental processing beyond recalling or reproducing a
response; it requires both comprehension and subsequent processing of text or portions of
text. Inter-sentence analysis of inference is required. Items at this level include words
such as summarize, interpret, infer, classify, organize, collect, display, compare, and
determine whether fact or opinion.

•

Level 3: Deeper knowledge is a focal point. Students are encouraged to go beyond the
text and showing understanding of the ideas presented.

•

Level 4: Higher-order thinking must be present at this level. Students may be asked to
develop hypotheses and perform complex analyses of the connections among texts
(adapted from Webb et al., 2005).

Mathematics:
•

Level 1 (Recall): Includes the recall of information such as a fact, definition, term or a
simple procedure, as well as performing a simple algorithm or applying a formula. An
assessment item would require students to demonstrate a rote response.

•

Level 2 (Skill/Concept): Includes the engagement of some mental processing beyond an
habitual response. An assessment response would require students to make some
decisions as to how to approach the problem or activity.

•

Level 3 (Strategic Thinking): Requires reasoning, planning, using evidence, and a higher
level of thinking than the previous two levels. Expectations at this level would include
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drawing conclusions; citing evidence and developing a logical argument for concepts;
explain phenomena in terms of concepts; and deciding which concepts to apply in order
to solve a complex problem.
•

Level 4 (Extended Thinking): Requires complex reasoning, planning, developing, and
thinking, most likely over and extended period of time. Level 4 activities include
designing and conducting experiments and projects; developing and providing
conjectures, making connections between a finding and related concepts and phenomena;
combining and synthesizing ideas into new concepts; and critiquing experimental designs
(adapted from Webb et al., 2005).
A double-rater read-behind consensus model was utilized to align each test question to

Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix, which proved to be an effective strategy in previous studies
(Burns, 2017; Fitzhugh, 2019; Satos et al., 2011; Sforza, 2014; Sydoruk, 2019). Specifically in
Sato’s et al. (2014) study, one analyst independently coded the standards; the second analyst
reviewed the outcomes of the first analyst’s ratings and noted agreement or disagreement with
the first analyst’s ratings. The analysts then discussed any discrepancies between their
interpretations as necessary and reached a consensus. Through the double-rater read- behind
consensus model, the coding committee held calibration sessions to discuss assessment
questions. The consensus model increased inter-rater reliability and offered a means of
calculating and monitoring the coders’ agreement (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014, p. 84).
The consensus model was intended for descriptive purposes to inform further discussions of the
assessment questions and its implications (Sato et al., 2014).
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Training and Calibration
Thoroughness as a criterion of validity refers to the adequacy of the data and also
depends on sound sampling and saturation (Whittemore, Chase, & Mandle, 2001 as cited by Elo
et al., 2014). In order to ensure reliability and validity to the study, coders were thoroughly
trained utilizing CRM (Hess et al., 2009a) and WAT training manual (Webb et al., 2005). The
coding committee began training together; receiving an introduction to the goals and purpose of
the study and an in-depth discussion of the study criteria, including the DOK/Blooms Taxonomy
level descriptions (Sato et al., 2014). The coders discussed the specific characteristics of each
category of the Cognitive Rigor Matrix and made clarifications in order to reach consensus on
the meanings of the examples presented in each cell of the matrix (Sydoruk, 2019). Furthermore,
Webb, 1999 p.3 specified what training reviewers need if they are to validly code assessments.
Reviewers were given the following levels to judge depth of knowledge for both mathematics
and science (Webb, 1999):
1. Recall: Recall of a fact, information, or procedure.
2. Skill/Concept: Use of information, conceptual knowledge, procedures, two or more steps,
etc.
3. Strategic Thinking: Requires reasoning, developing a plan or sequence of steps; has some
complexity; more than one possible answer; generally takes less than 10 minutes to do.
4. Extended Thinking: Requires an investigation; time to think and process multiple
conditions of the problem or task; and more than 10 minutes to do non-routine
manipulations.
In this study, the coding committee discussed each cell of the CRM prior to coding in order
to clarify the types of assessment questions that would be placed into each category of the
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PARCC assessment. This aided the coding process and afforded the coders the opportunity to
align key words and phrases found in the assessment to the CRM. The committee decided that
the framework would be more user friendly if the first numbers representing the Webb’s Depth
of Knowledge levels (columns) were changed to letters, and the second numbers representing
Bloom’s Taxonomy (rows) would stay the same for each cell. For example [1,2] would now be
considered [A,2] in our coding agenda. After the review of the Webb’s Alignment Tool, Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix and subsequent meetings regarding roles as well as the establishment of
the coding agenda, the coding committee took on the task of coding the language arts and
mathematics Standards Grades 3 and 4 of the PARCC (2019) practice assessments using the
“double-rater read behind consensus model” (Sato et al., 2011 p. 11).
The double-rater method allowed for ongoing consensus during the coding process. For each
assessment in each grade level, one analyst independently coded the standards (Sato et al., 2011).
A second analyst then reviewed the outcomes of the first analyst’s ratings and noted agreement
or disagreement with the first analyst’s ratings (p.11). Assessment questions were coded in sets
of 10 for inter-rater agreement. Questions that the coding committee did not agree upon were
marked for later discussion. These discrepancies between the ratings with respect to the criteria
and coding dimensions were later discussed and a consensus was reached (Sato et al., 2011).
Furthermore, after all the PARCC language arts and mathematics practice assessment were
coded, the results of this analysis were compared to similar studies in order to provide consistent
methodology in the topic area. Using related studies that coded standards for example (Niebling,
2012; Sato et al., 2011; Sforza, 2014, and Burns, 2017). Furthermore, practices performed in this
study modeled those of similar studies in order to provide a consistent methodology on the topic
(Burn, 2017; Fitzhugh, 2019; Satos et al., 2011; Sforza, 2014; Sydoruk, 2019).
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Data Analysis Procedure
The PARCC practice assessments were analyzed in Grades 3 and 4. In this study I
quantified the qualitative data by counting the number of assessment questions that were coded
in each cell of the CRM (Creswell, 2009 p. 218). Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix was utilized to
analyze the cognitive complexity of a standardized assessment. In addition, a cross-reference
between Webb’s Alignment Tool and the examples given in Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix
provided the coding committee with the resources to reach an agreement on all questions
(Sydoruk, 2019).
The coding committee met on December 16, 2019, in order to discuss and calibrate to the
categories found in Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. The two coders initially reviewed both Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix and Webb’s Alignment tool. As mentioned previously, the coders
agreed on changing the numbers representing Webb’s DOK to letters. Furthermore, they
deliberated the complexity of each assessment question. Coders used the sample questions in the
Webb’s training manual to further calibrate. In instances in which coders had an initial
disagreement, discrepancies were discussed with respect to the complexity criteria of each
question. If a consensus could not be reached, the coders followed the Tips for Facilitating the
Consensus Process in the Webb’s Alignment Tool manual. The protocol used in this study
modeled those of similar studies in order to provide a consistent methodology in the topic area
(Miles et al., 2014; Sato, Lagunoff, & Worth, 2011; Sforza, 2014; Sydoruk, 2019).
Following the discussion, coders then used the PARCC Languages Arts Practice
Assessment Grade 3 as part of their training and calibration. The two coders completed 55
questions with 100% agreement due to discussion of each question during the training. Utilizing
the double-rater read behind method, the coding committee analyzed the test questions. The two
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coders used a coding table (see Appendix D) to provide a visualization of the categories each test
question was placed. It also provided a means of organization, so that the coders can easily
check the alignment between them as part of the double-rater method. Figure 8 represents an
example of the template use for this study. The completed template can be located in Appendix
D.

PARCC Grade 4 English Language Arts/ Literacy:
A,1

A,2

A,3

A,4

A,6

B,2

B,3

B,4

B,6

C,2

C,4

C,5

C,6

D,2

D,3

D,4

D,5

D,6

Ques.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6
7
8

Figure 8. Abridged coding template.
Note. Template for PARCC practice assessments and Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. Full version
is located in Appendix D.

Following the first coding session, the two coders completed 59 questions independently.
A second coding session was held on January 15, 2020, to review questions in sets of 10 and to
discuss any disagreements found with the codes. Furthermore, if there were any disagreements,
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the coding committee flagged the question so that a discussion could take place and consensus
for the categorization on the CRM could be reached.

For example, one coder presents the

categorization to the other coder using the double-rater read-behind method consensus model.
Furthermore, the second coder agrees or challenges using the Hess CRM and the Webb’s
Alignment Tool to support their choice of categorization. Ultimately, the coding committee
followed the suggestion of Webb’s et al (. 2005), assigning a higher depth of knowledge level in
cases were the coders were not in agreement and were split between two ratings. Questions
placed in cells [C,2] to [D,6] are considered higher order thinking.
Data collected were assessed according to frequency and distribution. The total numbers
of questions were evaluated in order to calculate percentage. The coding committee reviewed
the PARCC Language Arts Practice Assessment Grade 4, completing 59 questions with 92%
exact agreement and 100% consensus by the end of the second session. Out of 6 Sets, Sets 1 and
5 were completed with 100% exact agreement. Coders discussed the commonalties between the
skills and the types of questions in these sets. In Set 2 the coders agreed on 90% of the questions
moving one question from [A,2] to [B,2]. In Set 3, the coders were also in 90% exact agreement
moving one question from [B,3] to [B,2]. This question was agreed upon, but was changed to
match similar questions. In Set 4, there was 80% agreement, in which the coders discussed the
wording of questions. One question was originally placed in [A,2], but due to the key word
summarize it was then moved to cell [B,2]. The second question was moved from [A,2] to [B,2]
due to locating a description of the main character between two paragraphs in the story. In Set 6,
similarly to the question in Set 4 the question included the key word summarize so it was moved
from [A,2] to [B,2].
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A third calibration session was conducted on January 27, 2020. The double-rater readbehind consensus model was employed again to ensure the reliability of the questions coded.
During this session the coders reviewed the PARCC Math Practice Assessment Grade 3. A group
of 53 questions in sets of 10 with 81% exact agreement and 100% consensus at the end of the
calibration session. In the first set, the coders had 70% total agreement. One question was
moved from [A,2] to [B,4] upon discussion of the comparison of data. A consensus was reached
regarding the second questions moving from [A,3] to [B,3], due to the multiple steps of adding
and subtracting that must be taken to solve the word problem. The last question in this set was
increased in cognitive complexity and moved from [B,2] to [C,2]. The word problem expected
students to explain their thinking by identifying the incorrect reasoning and providing a correct
approach. The second set also had a 70% agreement, similar to a previous question a question
was moved from [A,1] to [B,4] comparing data figures. One question in this set was lowered in
cognitive complexity and was moved from [B,3] to [A,3] and the other question was moved from
[C,4]to [C,2] due to the explanation and generalization of ideas. In Set 3, there was 80% total
agreement. Relatedly to a question mentioned previously, the coders increased complexity upon
the discussion of comparison of data and figures moving the question from [A,1] to [B,4]. The
final question in this set was moved from [A,2] to [B,3] due to the application of multiple
concepts. In the fourth set the coders had 90% agreement. The one question in this set was a
similar question that had been discussed so, the coders increased cognitive complexity from
[A,1] to [B,4]. The fifth and final set of the calibration session had 13 questions with 92% exact
agreement, with one question being moved from [A,1] to [A,2], instead of basic recall the
question is considered the evaluation of a basic expression.
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A fourth and final calibration session was conducted on February 1, 2020. During this
session the coders reviewed the PARCC Math Practice Assessment Grade 4. The remaining
questions were calibrated in four sets of 10 questions and one set of 13 questions, in which the
coding committee had 83% total agreement and 100% consensus at the end of the calibration
session. In Set 1, the coders had 80% exact agreement, in which one question was moved from
[A,4] to [B,2] and the second question moved from [B,4] to [B,2], the students must explain how
they solved the problem as well as show their work using equations. In Set 2, the two coders
also reached 80% agreement. In this set, one question was moved from [A,3] to [B,3] and the
second question from [A,4] to [B,3]. Coders came to the consensus that both questions were
using calculations to figure out the correct equation. Set 3 had 90% agreement, with the question
moved similar to past questions from [A,2] to [B,3]. The fourth set has an 80% exact agreement.
The coders came to a consensus and agreed that the first question in this set was a higher-order
thinking question. This question is an open-ended question that asks students to explain their
thinking and to come up with a solution. The second question was lower in cognitive complexity
and was moved from [C,2] to [B,3] because it’s a routine problem. The fifth and final set had an
85% exact agreement. The first question was lowered from [C,2] to [B,3] and it is similar to the
question mentioned in the fourth set. The final question in this set is moved from [A,1] to [B,2],
it asks for you to specify which answer is true. The coders came to the consensus that this is not
basic recall question and one must solve each question to determine which one is in fact true.
After all data were coded, the frequency and distribution is evaluated in order to calculate
a percentage. Similar to Burn’s (2017) a formula was then used to calculate the percentages of
the cells (DOK/ Blooms Taxonomy level).
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# of PARCC practice test questions coded into cells using the CRM (DOK/Blooms Taxonomy
levels)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total # of practice questions
For example, if there are 50 questions in the Grade 3 assessment, 8 of which are coded at a level
[2,2]. For example, the formula provided the following result:

8
---- = 16% place in cell [2,2] for Grade 3
50
This data plan analysis addresses the research aforementioned. CRM was used to analyze
complex thinking skills, following the use of a basic formula to calculate percentages of level
distribution in both the language Arts and mathematics practice test.
Chapter Summary and Subsequent Chapter
Chapter III described the coding protocol used to align 213 English language arts and
mathematics questions (including the divided parts of some questions) from the PARCC practice
assessment to Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. For this study, qualitative content analysis
methodology was employed to code each of the PARCC assessment questions. Furthermore, a
quantitative method was then utilized to describe the differences and similarities of complex
thinking that exist in the language of the PARCC practice assessment. Webb’s Alignment Tool
Training manual was used to train the coding committee throughout the process of coding each
assessment question within the guidelines previously mentioned. To ensure reliability and
validity coders were trained by an experienced coder in deductive coding through calibration
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exercises. A coding template was subsequently created indicating the assessment questions and
its placement beside Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix (provided in Appendix A).
Chapter IV presents the findings of this study focusing on the overarching question and
the three subquestions.
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Chapter IV: Results

The following chapter presents the findings of the study on the type of thinking that is
described in the 2019 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) practice tests in Language Arts and Mathematics Grades 3 and 4. This study aimed to
categorize and analyze the frequencies and percentages of complex thinking found in grades 3
and 4 by categorizing the questions found in the assessments. A sample size of 220 questions
was used in this mixed method case study. The coding committee held four coding sessions that
took place between January 15, 2020 and February 1, 2020. During these sessions the two
coders employed Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix as an alignment tool to help categorize and
determine the higher order thinking that was evident in the PARCC practices assessments. In the
matrix, higher order categories included [C,2], [C,3], [C,4], [C,5], [C,6], [D,2], [D,3], [D,4],
[D,5], and [D,6].
Two coders analyzed the assessment questions utilizing the double- rater read-behind
consensus model. Through the consensus model, the coding committee held calibration sessions
to discuss assessment questions. The double-rater read-behind consensus model is regarded as
being an effective method for increasing inter-rater reliability (Miles et al., 2014; Sato et al.,
2011). The double-rater method allowed for ongoing consensus during the coding process. For
each assessment in each grade level analysts coded the questions, reviewed the outcomes, and
noted agreement and disagreements. Any disagreements were later discussed in respect to the
criteria and a consensus was then reached. The results of the coding sessions were then
calculated to describe the differences and similarities of higher order thinking that exist in the
language of the assessment.
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A deductive content analysis was employed in this mix methods study, providing the
structure needed to study the cognitive complexity within the PARCC assessments. In a
deductive content analysis, the organization phase involves categorization matrix where all
content is coded for correspondence (Elo et al., 2014). In this particular case study, the Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix took both Webb’s DOK and Bloom’s Taxonomy and developed a
framework that allowed the categorization of higher order thinking. According to Creswell
(2009), case studies are a strategy of inquiry. Consequently, the PARCC practice assessments
employed a categorization matrix that adequately represented the concepts, and from the
viewpoint of validity, the matrix accurately captured what was intended (Schreier, 2012 as cited
by Elo et al., 2014). The PARCC practice assessments could then be coded to its corresponded
category determining its cognitive complexity. The team coded 114 language arts questions and
106 mathematics questions.
The study was guided by the overarching question: What are the types of thinking are
assessed by the questions on 2019 PARCC practice tests in English language arts and
mathematics in grades 3 and 4? Hess’ Cognitive Rigor matrix was utilized to assess the thinking
requirements of each question in both language arts and math. There were three subquestions
that further broke down the overarching question into qualitative and quantitative findings.
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Qualitative Findings
Language Arts
The first subquestion was: In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the
English Language Arts section of 2019 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the language that promotes
higher-order thinking found in research literature?

100.0%

Percentage of Language Arts Questions in Each Hess
Category

90.0%
80.0%

75.4%

70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

8.7%
7.8%
PERCENTAGE
10.0% 2.6%1.7%0.8%
1.7%0.0%
0.0%0.0%
0.0%0.8%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%
0.0%
A,1 A,2 A,3 A,4 A,6 B,2 B,3 B,4 B,6 C,2 C,3 C,4 C,5 C,6 D,2 D,3 D,4 D,5 D,6

Figure 9. Percentage of language arts questions in each Hess category.
According to Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix, the lowest level of cognitive complexity was
placed as Level 1 in accordance with Webb’s Depth of Knowledge, in which the only
expectation is basic recalling, recognizing, and/ or locating basic facts, terms, details events etc.
The complexity of the tasks itself increases within Level 1 according to Bloom’s Taxonomy
levels. For the lowest level of cognitive complexity, Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix contains cells
[A,1], [A,2], [A,3], [A,4] and [A,6].
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Out of 220 questions analyzed, 114 were language arts questions. Three questions in the
assessment were placed in [A,1] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 1, Bloom’s Taxonomy
Recall) cell of the matrix totaling 2.6% of the language arts questions. The questions consisted
of locating basic facts. An example of an [A,1] question found on the assessment was the
following: How did Carver become well known across the country? The answer was directly
apparent in the text. Students were asked to select the correct answer consisting facts from the
text labeled from A-D.
Two questions were placed into cell [A,2] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 1,
Bloom’s Taxonomy Understand/ Literal Comprehension), which made up 1.7% of the total
number of language arts questions examined. The questions provided reading passages and
expected the students to describe facts. For example, one of the provided passages was titled
“What Is a Spacewalk?” and the question that followed asked, “What is one kind of important
work that astronauts do when they are on a spacewalk”. In addition, one question was placed
into cell [A,3] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 1, Bloom’s Taxonomy Apply), which made
up 0.8% of the total number of questions in language arts. This question used word relationships
(antonyms), by asking the opposite meaning of disputing and providing words to choose from
labeled from A-D. The last two cells in Level 1, [A,4] and [A,6] on Hess’ Cognitive Rigor
Matrix, did not have any questions from the Language Arts PARCC Practice Assessment placed
into it.
Level 2 of Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix, which is also aligned with Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge Level 2, “include the engagement of some mental processing beyond a habitual
response (Webb, 2007). A Level 2 assessment item requires students to make some decisions as
to how to approach the problem or activity, whereas Level 1 requires students to demonstrate a
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rote response (p.12). The questions placed in the Level 2 category required some mental
processing beyond recalling. The Cognitive Rigor Matrix contains the following four cells
representing the second level of cognitive complexity [B,2], [B,3], [B,4], and [B,6].
Of all the questions examined in the language arts assessments, 86 were placed into
section [B,2] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 2, Bloom’s Taxonomy Understand/ Literal
Comprehension). This equated to 75.4% of all questions in the language arts assessments. B,2
was the modal response for the language arts questions. Most of the 86 questions in B,2 required
students to identify the main idea and details of the passage, make logical predictions and
inferences, summarize ideas, locate information to support central ideas, and/ or explain
relationships between the text and the text structure. Many of the questions that fulfilled the
criteria for [B,2] asked students questions such as “Which sentence summarizes the speaker’s
thoughts?”, “What is the moral of…”, “ Which statement provides the best explanation of...”, or
“Which detail in the passage supports the answer…?” Locating information to support central
ideas had the highest frequency of questions placed into cell [B,2], with every question asking
students to locate the detail that supports the main idea.
A total of 10 questions, or 8.7% of the language arts questions, were categorized into cell
[B,3] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 2, Bloom’s Taxonomy Application). The language
found in the PARCC Language Arts Grades 3 and 4 encompasses for the questions that aligns to
[B,3]. An example of the question which aligns to [B,3] was the following: What is the meaning
of the word drift as it is used in paragraph 18 of “Just Like Home”? This question asked
students to use the context of the text to identify the meaning of a word. Two questions were
placed in the [B,4] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 2, Bloom’s Taxonomy Analysis) cell of
the matrix totaling 1.7% of the Language Arts questions analyzed. An example of a question that
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includes the language that aligns to [B,4] was the following: The author of the story “Just Like
Home” uses different structural elements than the poet of the poem “Life Doesn’t Frighten Me.”
Which structural element is found only in the story? This question asked students to compare
and analyze the structural elements found in both the poem and story, subsequently finding the
element of the story “Just Like Home”.
Level 3 requires reasoning, planning, using evidence, and a higher level of thinking than
the previous two levels (Webb, 2007). Students must explain their thinking at this level. The
cells in Level 3 include [C,2], [C,3], [C,4], [C,5], and [C,6]. At this level of Hess’ Cognitive
Rigor Matrix, questions were only placed into cells [C,2],and [C,4]. Most of the higher order
questions came from the writing tasks in the assessment. The writing questions were openended and required explanation and reasoning, using evidence from numerous passages in the
assessment.
There were 9 questions placed [C,2] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 3, Bloom’s
Taxonomy Understand) cell of the CRM, totaling 7.8% of the questions analyzed. An example of
a question with language that aligned to [C,2] included the following: Write and essay to explain
what can be learned from the illustrations about the lives of the ponies described in the
passages. This question similar to the other questions placed in this cell asked students to
explain, generalize, or connect ideas using supporting evidence from the passages in the
assessment. Additionally, one question was placed on [C,4] (Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level
3, Bloom’s Taxonomy Analysis) cells, totaling 0.8% of the questions analyzed. Similarly to most
of the questions placed in [C,2], the question was open-ended. There were no questions placed in
[C,6].
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The highest level of cognitive complexity in Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix was
categorized as Level 4, in correspondence with Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Level 4. In this
level, requires complex reasoning, planning, developing, and thinking most likely over an
extended period of time (Webb, 2007). The coding committee discussed that Level 4 would be
difficult to achieve in an assessment with limited time that mostly include multiple choice
questions. The cells in Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix for Level 4 included [D,2], [D,3], [D,4],
[D,5], and [D,6].
Mathematics
The second subquestion was: In what way(s) does the language of the questions on the
mathematics section of 2016 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 compare with the language that promotes higherorder thinking found in research literature?
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Figure 10. Percentage of mathematics questions in each Hess category.
Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix for Math and Science was utilized to assess the thinking
requirements in the PARCC Mathematics Practice Test in Grades 3 and 4. As mentioned
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previously, the lowest level of cognitive complexity contains 5 cells, and amasses for a large
number questions in the math practice tests. Out of 106 questions examined in the math tests, 62
equating to 58.4% of all questions were placed into the Level 1 cells. There were no questions
placed in [A,1], but 29 questions were placed in [A,2] of the cell matrix totaling 27.3% of the
math questions analyzed. Almost all the questions required students to evaluate an expression
with the exception of some questions requiring students to locate points on a number line. An
example of an [A,2] question found in the math practice test was the following: Select the three
equations that are correct. The question provided 5 expressions labeled from A-E. An
additional question placed in [A,2] asked: Which number line shows the correct location of the
number 5/3? This question included 4 number lines, labeled A-D with points placed
representing a fraction.
Similarly, 28 questions were placed in [A,3] of the CRM totaling 26.4%. The questions
placed in the cell mostly expected the students to calculate, and apply algorithm or formula. An
example of an [A,3] question found in the test was the following: What number should replace
the ? to make a fraction equivalent to 0.5 The question expects you to calculate and provide a
fraction that is equal to 0.5. Another question placed in [A,2] was the following: Gina’s
bedroom floor is in the shape of a rectangle. It is 10 feet long and 9 feet wide. What is the area
of Gina’s bedroom floor? This question included 4 square footages, labeled A-D. Additionally,
five questions were placed into cell [A,4], which made up 4.7% of the total number of questions
in the math assessment. The questions required the student to retrieve information from a table or
graph to answer the question. The last cell in Level 1, [A,6], did not have any questions.
The questions in Level 2 required students to make some decisions as to how to approach
a problem. 11 questions were placed into section [B,2] making up 10.3% of the total questions in
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the math test . The questions placed on this cell required students to specify and explain
relationships, explain steps followed, make basic inferences from data, and use models /diagrams
to represent or explain mathematical concepts. An example of a question that included the
language that aligns to [B,2] was the following: Martin gave 1/3 of the corn bread to his
neighbor. Explain how you can use the model to show 1/3. Then write a fraction that is
equivalent to 1/3. The student must explain how to use the model to explain mathematical
concept. An additional example that also aligns included the following: Case has 4 boxes. He
puts 9 model cars in each box. What is the total number of model cars Cade put in these boxes?
Students must summarize results by solving the mathematical problem.
A total of 15 questions, or 14.1% of the math questions, placed into cell [B,3]. The
language found in most of the questions that aligns to [B,3] are questions that solve routine
problems and using tables or graphs to retrieve information and use it to solve a problem, both
requiring multiple steps. An example of a question that aligns was the following: Find the total
number of pets the fourth grade students have. Explain how you used the bar graph to solve the
problem. Show your work using equations. Six questions were placed in the [B,4] cell of the
matrix totaling 5.6% of the math questions analyzed. An example of a question that includes the
language that aligns to [B,4] is: Sandy draws a shape. She divides it into parts. Each part is 1/8
the area of the shape. Which shape could be the one Sandy draws? The questions placed in this
particular cell in both grades 3 and 4 expected students to compare both data and figures. There
were no questions placed in cell [B,6].
Level 3, considered higher-level thinking a open-ended and require students to
demonstrate their knowledge by explanation, reasoning, using evidence to find mathematical
solutions. There were 9 questions placed [C,2] cell of the CRM, totaling 8.4% of the questions
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analyzed. An example of a question with language that aligned to [C,2] included the following:
Cindy is finding the quotient… She says, “The answer is 18 because addition is the opposite of
division and 9+18=27. Identify the incorrect reasoning in Cindy’s statement. This question
similar to the other questions placed on this cell asked students to explain, generalize, or connect
ideas using supporting evidence to find a solution to the problem. Furthermore, 3 questions was
placed on [C,3], totaling 2.8% of the questions analyzed. An example of a question with
language that aligned to [C,3] was the following: Tori uses the expression… Leo uses the
expression… Find the total area, in square feet, of the new, larger tabletop. Use the grid to
explain why both Tori’s expression and Leo’s expression are correct. The question asked for
students to analyze data to solve the expressions finding the total area in square feet, then
examining the procedures and solutions used to solve. There were no questions placed in cells
[C,4], [C,5], and [C,6]. None of the questions examined from the PARCC Math Practice Tests in
Grades 3 and 4 placed into Level 4, cells [D,2], [D,3], [D,4], [D,5], and [D,6].
Quantitative Findings
The third subquestion was: What is the distribution of thinking on the 2016 Partnership
for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in English
language Arts and Mathematics in Grades 3 and 4?
The expert coders agreed that questions categorized as Level 3 and Level 4 of the Hess’
Cognitive Rigor Matrix consists of higher order thinking questions and would be placed as
agreed. The cells for Level 3 consisted of [C,2], [C,3], [C,4], [C,5] and [C,6] and Level 4
consisted of cells [D,2], [D,3,], [D,4], [D,5] and [D,6]. Out of the 220 questions analyzed 114
were language arts questions and 106 were math questions (see Tables 1 & 2).
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Table 1
Distribution of Thinking Requirements on the Language Arts Practice Tests of Grades 3 & 4

DOK 1

DOK 1

DOK 1

Remember

Understand

Apply

3

2

1

DOK 2
Understand
86

DOK 2

DOK 2

Apply

Analyze

10

2

DOK 3
Understand
9

DOK 3
Analyze
1

From the questions analyzed 198 included languages that aligned with lower level thinking (see
Figures 9 & 10).

Table 2
Distribution of Thinking Requirements on the Mathematics Tests of a Grades 3 & 4

DOK 1

DOK 1

Understand

Apply Analyze

29

28

DOK 1

5

DOK 2
Understand
11

DOK 2
Apply
15

DOK 2
Analyze
6

DOK 3
Understand
9

DOK 3
Apply
3
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Figure 11. Total number of questions in each Hess category.
The cell with the greatest frequency was [B,2], that had 97 questions making up 44.1%
of the total questions analyzed.

Total Number of Lower-Level and Higher-Level
Questions
250
200

198

150
SUM OF TOTAL

100
50

22

0
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Higher Level

Figure 12. Total number of lower-level and higher-level questions.
Questions placed in this category required students to (Hess et al., 2009):
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•

Specify explain, show relationships (e.g., cause-effect)

•

Give examples/ non-examples

•

Summarize results, concepts, ideas

•

Make basic inferences or logical predictions from data, texts, or observations.

•

Identify main ideas or accurate generalizations of texts

•

Apply simple organizational structures

•

Use models/diagrams to represent of explain mathematical concepts

•

Make and explain estimates

[B,2] as mentioned previously, includes the engagement of mental processing, even though it is
still considered lower level thinking. Level 2 questions still requires students to demonstrate past
a rote response or beyond basic recall like in Level 1
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Total Percentage of Lower-Level and Higher-Level
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Figure 13: Total Percentage of Lower-Level and Higher-Level Questions
Ninety percent of the questions were categorized as lower level questions requiring
students to recall, reproduce, and use skills, and/ or concepts and 10% of the questions analyzed
were categorized as cognitive complex requiring strategic thinking, reasoning, and extended
thinking.
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Figure 14: Percentage of Questions in Each Hess Category
Conclusion
The purpose for this mixed methods study was to describe the way(s) in which the
language found in the English Language Arts and Mathematics sections of the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4
associate with the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature. The
Elementary grades were selected for this study due to the lack of existing research. Questions
that were placed in Levels 3 and 4 of Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix were determined to be
cognitively complex questions that required students to engage in skills that required higherorder thinking.
In response to the research questions, the data analyzed revealed the following trends
from the 220 questions taken from the Language Arts and Mathematics PARCC Practice Tests in
grades 3 and 4:
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•

Out of 220 questions, 198 were categorized as lower questions equating to 90%, of all
questions analyzed.

•

Out of 220 questions, 22 were categorized as higher-level questions equating to 10% of
all questions analyzed.

•

The cell with the highest level of frequency was [B,2] which had 97 questions making up
76.3% of the total questions analyzed.

•

No questions were placed into Level 4. The most cognitively complex questions in the
PARCC practice assessments were placed into cell [C,4].
Chapter V includes a summary of the methodology and a discussion of the findings as

they relate to the three subquestions, as well as implications for policy and practice, and future
research recommendations.
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Chapter V: Conclusion
This Mixed-methods study aimed to categorize and analyze the frequencies and
percentages of complex thinking in the PARCC practices assessments grades 3 and 4. The
purpose for this Mixed-methods study was to describe the way(s) in which the language found in
the English language arts and mathematics sections of the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with the
language that promotes higher-order thinking found in the research literature. The Elementary
grades were selected for this study due to the lack of existing research. A sample of 220 English
language Arts and mathematics questions was examined using Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix.
The theoretical framework employed in this study was Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix, which
superimposes Webb’s Depth of Knowledge and Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom's Taxonomy and
Webb’s DOK differ in scope and application. According to Hess et al. (2009a), depth of
knowledge relates more closely to the depth of content understanding and the scope of learning.
Bloom’s Taxonomy categorizes the cognitive skills required of the brain to perform a task,
describing the type of thinking necessary to complete tasks. Webb’s Depth of Knowledge
contains four levels, which categorizes the cognitive complexities of tasks. At the lowest level
(Level 1), there is a lack of cognitive complexity. The expectation in Level 1 includes the recall
of information such as a fact, definition, term, or a simple procedure, as well as performing a
simple algorithm or applying a formula (Webb, 2002). The level 2 (Skills/Concepts) is
considered lower level in the framework and includes the engagement of some mental processing
beyond a habitual response (p5). Levels 3 and 4 are both considered higher-order because they
both require cognitively complex tasks that must extend the students thinking and understanding.
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Bloom's Taxonomy and Webb’s DOK differ in terms of application. According to Hess,
et al. (2009b), Bloom’s Taxonomy categorizes the cognitive skills required of the brain to
perform a task. Subsequently, Bloom’s Taxonomy and DOK differ in scope, so Hess’ Cognitive
Rigor Matrix superimposes both cognitive complexity measures – Bloom’s Taxonomy and
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge – to produce a means of analyzing the emphasis placed on
curricular materials, instructional focus, and classroom assessment (Hess, 2013). The levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy embedded into the CRM include, from lowest to highest level: remember,
understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. The levels can increase in conjunction with the
DOK levels or could place at a higher level compared to a lower level in Webb’s DOK. These
levels are all based on the types of tasks or questions that the students are asked to complete.
A qualitative content analysis method was employed for the first part of the study to code
each of the PARCC assessment questions in Language Arts and Mathematics Grades 3 and 4
based on pre-existing codes. The coding protocol for each assessment question in each subject
and grade level followed the procedures described by Mayring (2000). The coding team
analyzed and coded the Grades 3 and 4 PARCC practice assessments in English Language Arts
and Mathematics based on the Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix methodology. Deductive category
application was utilized to connect the language from Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix to the
language of the 220 English Language Arts and Mathematics questions. The committee decided
that the framework was more user friendly if the first numbers representing Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge levels (columns) were changed to letters, and the second numbers representing
Bloom’s Taxonomy (rows) would stay the same for each cell. For example [1,2] was considered
[A,2] in our coding agenda. To ensure reliability and validity the double-rater read behind
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method was utilized, the coding committee held sessions in order to calibrate and analyze the
assessment questions in sets of 10 questions.
Quantitative methods were utilized in the second part of the study to describe the
differences and similarities of higher order thinking that exist in the language of the PARCC
practice assessment. The quantitative data collection and analysis built the results of the
qualitative phase. All data in the study was coded, the frequency and distribution was then
evaluated in order to calculate percentages.
Conclusion
The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers claimed that the
PARCC tests assessed students’ performance while providing information regarding what
students need to learn to be ready for the next grade level, college, and career. Upon analyzing
the questions from the test, the PARCC consortia claims do not hold true, as the findings suggest
that the assessment questions are not cognitively complex, providing mainly lower level
questions. The findings provided a glimpse on what students are assessed. Educational
stakeholders have been caught up on the benefits these assessments can provide but have failed
to question and further investigate whether or not the claims of higher order thinking in
assessments are in fact true. It is important that the standardized assessments are inspected at a
state and local level so that the quality of the questions being presented are assessing the students
according to instruction with the right amount of cognitively complex questions embedded.
School officials need to be more observant, reflective and critical when developing assessments
before implementing.
Assessments serve a variety of important functions, including as barometer, resource, and
engine of learning (Darling-Hammond, 2015). In order to serve these functions effectively,
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policymakers must ensure every assessment serves a clear purpose and fits within a broader state
and local assessment strategy designed to effectively support learning (Darling-Hammond,
2015). The pressure of performing well in these assessments causes a domino effect. School
districts tend to react in a way that in turn places major pressure on educators. Ultimately
affecting the quality of instruction. Despite such shortfalls, state policymakers should prioritize
investments in higher-quality assessments for one simple reason: States currently spend only
about a quarter of 1% of total K-12 education expenditures (about $25 per pupil for NCLB
required reading and math tests) on standardized assessments. Many of those assessments have
been found to lack higher order thinking and to be of relatively low quality, yet policy makers
and some school personnel base many decisions on these tests, thus focusing schools’ efforts
almost exclusively on low-level skills (Darling-Hammond, 2015).
Lewis and Smith (1993) stated, higher-order thinking occurs when a person takes new
information and information stored in memory and relates and/or rearranges and extends this
information to achieve a purpose or find possible answers in perplexing situations. Higher order
thinking questions encourage students to think beyond literal questions. These questions promote
critical thinking skills expecting students to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information
instead of simply recalling facts.
The findings show that 90% of the questions in the assessments were considered lower
level. Duncker (1945) explained functional fixedness, where subjects are hindered in reaching
the solution to a problem by their knowledge of an object's conventional function. The PARCC
assessments promote functional fixedness, keeping students in a fixed mindset instead of
extending their abilities and into having a growth mindset. The PARCC questions do not allow
students to move to an extended way of thinking as evidenced in DOK levels 3 and 4.
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Functional fixedness consists in focusing on some function of an object while overlooking
another necessary function for problem solving. As aforementioned, PARCC assessments have
had negative effects in how teachers react to these assessments. In the classroom the teacher
tends to expose students to similar questions found on the test. The pressure of observations,
SGO’s (student growth objective) and SGP’s (student growth percentile) dictates their daily
instruction.
The findings of this study revealed that the PARCC assessments must be revised to better
serve the students in connection to higher-order learning and assessing. Ultimately, if the
operational PARCC questions mirror the practice tests, as PARCC claims then school districts,
through policy implications must ensure that the proper groundwork is set. This allows
educational stakeholders to properly develop assessments including research-based questions
that properly assess students in all facets. This may include both lower-level and higher-order
questions providing a glimpse of the student’s capabilities at their specific grade level.
Furthermore, school leaders will be tasked the job of ensuring that instructional opportunities are
put into place that expands the students’ creativity and including critical thinking through
multiple measures.
Recommendations for Leadership Practice
The findings of this study suggest the importance of knowledge regarding cognitive
complexity as it is applied in education. The application of higher-order thinking raises
awareness as it pertains to schools. The understanding of Hess’ Cognitive Rigor matrix or other
frameworks alike, in turn promotes higher order thinking in the classrooms. The onus is on
school personnel to evaluate such frameworks. These theoretical frameworks can further the
development of curriculum and assessments, which can then properly evaluate students.
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Furthermore, the responsibility rests on administrators to provide and engage in professional
development that can further the knowledge of higher order implementation. Consequently,
educators would utilize frameworks to develop curriculum and assessments.
Zhao (2012) stated that in the pursuit of efficiency, equity, and national consistency,
learning standards and curricula essentially homogenize children’s learning, serving the same
educational diet within a nation (p. 11.) Educational stakeholders must take on the responsibility
of ensuring that policy, assessments, curricula, and programs include complex thinking skills.
Making policy makers, researcher, education leaders, and assessment developers aware that what
matters in education assessment is a wicked problem that cannot be easily solved following
traditional approaches (Emler, Zhao, Deng, Yin, & Wang, 2019). A barrier to success,
particularly for schools serving marginalized students, is the omnipresence of high stakes,
mandated tests across many industrialized nations, which act as a disincentive to higher level
thinking (Nehring et al., 2019). As the policy world increasingly relies on tests as a public
accountability metric, there is evidence that schools under pressure for test performance narrow
curriculum and instruction in order to boost scores (Nehring et al., p.9). Furthermore, educators
tend to look at assessments more then the actual standards and the assessments consequently,
letting these scores drive instruction in the classroom. Assessments that include a preponderance
of lower level thinking influence lower level thinking in the classroom.
Educational stakeholders must take a collaborative approach to solve the lack of higher
order thinking implemented in the school level. Educators at the local level have it within their
power to defy standardization and change the trajectory of education for millions of students
(Tienken, 2016). The key to supporting a collaborative approach is to establish purposeful support
structures and agreed-upon processes for encouraging open problem solving (Zhao, Wehmeyer,
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Basham, & Hansen, 2019). The decision about what is implemented or what is assessed should
be determined and discussed by those affected. Stakeholders of education outcomes include
students, parents, teachers, school leaders, employers, the public, and policy makers (Zhao et al.,
2019).
Within the profession (e.g., teacher training, professional development, school and
system leadership), communities of practice are well suited to the fostering of complex skills
because they bring practitioners into contact with one another through the medium of inquiry and
reflective dialogue (McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002 as cited
by Nehring et al., 2019). In addition, instructional demand and assessment must work together,
if assessments are simplistic, instruction will tend to follow (Nehring et al., p.24). Furthermore,
school boards can strengthen their roles by reviewing policies, clarifying goals, and practices,
implementing procedures, undertaking more systematic training, and partnering with teacher and
administrator organizations to influence state education policies, rather than react to stategenerated proposals (Hadderman, 1988 as cited by Burns, 2017). Finally, local school boards
must financially support established curricula, supplemental programs, and related teacher
trainings required for developing students as complex thinkers (Burns, 2017).
Schools are facing increasing pressure to produce good employees and thus are working
hard at what is believed to produce good employees with prescribed standardized curricula, lockstep pacing guides, and standardized tests (Zhao, 2012). Preparing students for life in the 21st
century is a complicated endeavor. Globalization, technology, migration, international
competition, changing markets, and transnational environmental and political challenges add a
new urgency to develop the skills and knowledge students’ need for success in the 21st century
context (Saavedra & Opfer, 2012). School administrators must apply higher order thinking to all
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facets of curricula and assessment while also considering the importance of lower order skills.
Lower order exercises already exist and are common in existing curricula and should be
developed simultaneously with higher order thinking skills (Saavedra & Opfer, 2012).
Administrators should work with teachers to first determine whether the PARCC test is
narrowing the thinking taking place in classrooms and then facilitate a balance of thinking in the
classrooms in schools in which a preponderance of lower-level thinking is taking place.
Administrators can facilitate the implementation of critical thinking into the curriculum.
Paul and Nosich (1992) were commissioned by the U.S. Department of Education and the
National Center of Educational Statistics provide guidance on how to infuse higher order
thinking into assessments at the national level. Their report (a) identified 21 criteria for higher
order skills testing, (b) developed a concept of critical thinking that meets these criteria, (c)
identified 4 domains of critical thinking, and (d) recommended ways to measure the 4 kinds of
critical thinking skills (Paul and Nosich, 1992). The criteria should be considered when
implement higher order thinking in schools.
The authors created 21 questions from the criteria to guide assessment development:
1. Can it be used for information processing skills?
2. Can it be used to test flexible skills and abilities that can be used in a wide variety of
subjects, situations, contexts, and educational levels?
3. Can it account for important differences among the subject areas?
4. Can it be used to focus on fundamental abilities fitted to the accelerating pace of change
and embedded in intellectual history?
5. Can it be used to improve instruction?
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6. Can it make clear the interconnectedness of our knowledge and abilities, and why
expertise in one area cannot be divorced either from findings in other area or from a
sensitivity to the need for interdisciplinary integration?
7. Can it be used to assess those versatile and fundamental skills essential to being a
responsible, decision-making member of the workplace?
8. Can it generate clear concepts and well thought-out, rationally articulated goals, criteria
and standards?
9. Can it account for the integration of adult-level communication skills, problem- solving,
and critical thinking, and legitimately assess all of them without compromising essential
features of any of them?
10. Does it respect cultural diversity by focusing on the common-core skills, abilities and
traits useful in all cultures?
11. Does it test for thinking that promotes (to quote the September 1991 Kappan) “the active
engagement of students in constructing their own knowledge and understanding?”
12. Does it concentrate on assessing the fundamental cognitive structures of communication?
13. Can it be used to assess the central features of making rational decisions as a citizen, a
consumer, and a part of a world economy?
14. Can it avoid reducing a complex whole to oversimplified parts?
15. Can it articulate what is central to basic skills for the future?
16. Can it provide the kind of skills that are seen as valuable outside the school as well as
inside it?
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17 and 18. Can critical thinking be assessed in a way that requires evaluation of authentic
problems in realistic contexts where the abilities assessed include those of formulating the
problem and initial screening of plausible solutions?
19. Can critical thinking be assessed nationally in a way that is financially affordable?
20 and 21. Can critical thinking be assessed so as to gauge the improvement of students over
the course of their education and to measure the achievement of students against national
standards? (pp. 5–8)
Aikin’s (1942) publication of the landmark Eight-Year Study emphasized five critical
principles essential in the development of complex thinking: (1) strong emphasis on the student,
(2) personal experiences, (3) different development styles, (4) problem solving and making prior
knowledge connections, and (5) the ability to approach problems through many different lenses.
Creativity must also be considered a facet of higher order thinking. Although some references
do not explicitly include creativity as higher order thinking, the very act of generating solutions
to problems requires the creative process of going beyond previously learned concepts and rules
(King, Goodson, & Rohani, 1998).
King, Goodson, and Rohani (1998) outlines the major features of creativity:
•

Creativity involves the consistent use of basic principles or rules in new situations, such
as Benjamin Franklin’s application of conservation and equilibrium (Crowl et al., 1997).

•

Creativity involves discovering and solving problems. Innovative approaches are used to
accurately evaluate shortcomings, and actions are taken to remedy those weaknesses
(Crowl et al., 1997).

•

Creativity involves selecting the relevant aspects of a problem and putting pieces together
into a coherent system that integrates the new information with what a person already
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knows (Sternberg & Davidson, 1995; Crowl et al., 1997). In a basic sense, it involves a
series of decision-making choices between “two or more competing alternatives of
action,” each having “several pros and cons associated with it” (Crowl et al., 1997, p.
169).
•

Creativity overlaps with other characteristics, such as “intelligence, academic ability,
dependability, adaptiveness, and independence” and can “evolve within each of the seven
intelligences” (Crowl et al., 1997, pp. 195–196).

•

Creativity requires many of the same conditions for learning as other higher order
thinking skills. The learning processes are enhanced by supportive environments and
deteriorate with fears, insecurities, and low self-esteem. Creativity deteriorates with
extrinsic motivation, restraint on choice, and the pressure of outside evaluation (Crowl et
al., 1997). (King, Goodson, & Rohani, 1998)
The role of the administrator is to help educators develop their own commitment of

promoting complex thinking. To promote higher order thinking, administrators should facilitate
professional development for teachers, and support them by providing materials that will help
with the transition and implementation of instructional strategies. Principals should establish
standards for implementation. The following are suggested recommendations that administrators
should facilitate for faculty members:
•

Make only minimal use of the lecture method of teaching. Instead, plan for student
presentations, debates, and discussions.

•

Teaching students to think should be a part of regular class subjects and not a class by
itself. Students should be learning and using thinking skills throughout the school day .
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•

Require interaction between teacher and student, or cooperative learning among students.
Student participation, teacher encouragement, and peer interaction correlate positively
with improved critical thinking scores.

•

Teachers should present both their own opinions and those of others, and should
distinguish clearly between the two.

•

Teachers should modify tradition al grading practices in the interest of creating a nonjudgmental classroom atmosphere of mutual trust and support wherein students feel free
to truly express themselves. It is necessary to establish a favorable tone in the classroom
that encourages students to open up and become involved, and that does not punish risktaking behavior.

•

Teachers should streamline their course material to allow time for the interactive methods
that stimulate students to think.

•

Students must also learn to express themselves clearly in writing. Teachers should design
communication assignments that encourage thinking-examples, summaries, problemsolving exercises, journal entries (Young, 2012).
In order to provide effective educational preparation for students built upon experiential

learning, school administrators need to begin with the review and revision of current curricula to
ensure the inclusion of vital complex thinking skills (Burns, 2017). Administrators and
educators should be trained to utilize frameworks such as Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix. The
proper use of higher order thinking frameworks can prove to be beneficial when developing
curriculum and assessments. An example of a professional learning activity would engage
educators in identifying levels of rigor as defined in the Depth of Knowledge framework,
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evaluate and revise the rigor of questions using CRM, and assess and adjust the rigor of activities
and assignments using the framework.
Recommendations for State Education Policy
Although there is some political and educational consensus agrees on producing youth
with strong higher order thinking skills, accomplishing this task is more challenging than just
increasing educators’ motivation, requiring more than financial or accountability incentives
(Richland & Begolli, 2016). Educator’s need more than incentive instead they need
understanding of what they are trying implement and teach. Educating youth who will become
innovators and experts in their fields is a primary policy and educational goal in the 21st century
(e.g., Obama, Strategy for American Innovation, 2009 as cited by Richland & Begolli, 2016).
Local control should be returned to school districts in order to provide students with a
democratic education free from one-size-fits-all learning standards and learn from the Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education (Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education,
1918 as cited by Fitzhugh, 2019) Policy makers must support the development of localized
curricula. Educators must be able to make the curricula decisions according to student need and
their own high expectations. As aforementioned, Aikin’s (1942) Eight-Year Study already
demonstrated that curriculum can be an entirely locally developed project and still produce better
results than traditional standardized curricular programs (Tienken, 2011).
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA, U.S. Department of Education, 2020) was
reauthorized and signed by former President Obama on December 10, 2015. According to the
U.S. Department of Education (2020), the previous version of the law, the No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) Act, was enacted in 2002. NCLB represented a significant step forward for our nation’s
children in many respects, particularly on where students were making progress and where they
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needed additional support, regardless of race, income, zip code, disability, home language, or
background (ESSA, U.S. Department of Education, 2020). The law was scheduled for revision in
2007, and over time, NCLB’s prescriptive requirements became increasingly unworkable for
schools and educators. Recognizing this fact, in 2010, the Obama administration joined a call
from educators and families to create a better law that focused on the clear goal of fully
preparing all students for success in college and careers (ESSA, U.S. Department of Education,
2020). ESSA includes provisions that will help to ensure success for students and schools. The
law helps to support and grow local innovations, including evidence-based and place-based
interventions developed by local leaders and educators (ESSA, U.S. Department of Education,
2020).
ESSA provides flexibility and opportunity for state and local officials to develop
curricula that instills complex thinking. This in turn prepares students for the required college
and career readiness. With this flexibility comes the responsibility on states to make the proper
changes that will cultivate complex thinking in students. Through The Every Student Succeeds
Act, educational stakeholders have been offered the much-needed flexibility to pursue the
endeavors that are considered vital in the education of students.
Although ESSA provides some flexibility, it fails to include that same flexibility for
standardized testing requirements. Most states are required to test students in language arts and
mathematics in Grades 3 through 8 and once in high school. Consequently, because of these
inflexibilities, teaching to the test has sadly become a norm in which discourages purposeful
instruction and stifle children’s creativity. Standardized testing forces an emphasis on rote
learning instead of critical, creative thinking and diminishes students’ natural curiosity and joy
for learning (Zhao, 2012, p. 18). If standardized testing is a must, policy investment in high-
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quality testing (either everyday or larger scale standardized tests) can provide an opportunity for
supporting the development of complex thinking skills despite the often cited discrepancy
between testing and teaching higher order thinking skills (Richland & Begolli, p.11). Schools
need a comprehensive set of broad child-centered policies based on evidence, which embrace
differentiation of implementation and foster cognitive diversity (Tienken, 2012).
A commercial or a “canned” assessment program cannot replace the teacher (Tienken,
2019). Teacher assessments result in less time spent on “test prep” and more time spent on
learning (Tienken, p.59). Finland, ranked as one of the top developed countries for education,
does not use standardized tests to drive academic performance in their schools, as educational
policy makers believe these assessments narrow the curriculum and lead to harmful competition
(Sahlberg, 2011 as cited by Polleck, & Jeffrey, 2017). The ultimate assessment system already
exists in public school classrooms: the teacher. State and federal education leaders should invest
in developing teachers’ assessment skills instead of spending millions of dollars outsourcing
assessments to commercial companies whose tests do not provide usable information for
teaching and learning (Tienken, 2019, p.59).
Lastly, state and local officials must get with the times and keep pace with new ideas
about what and how teachers learn. Explicit investments in teacher professional development or
research must provide teachers with better strategies for understanding and addressing these
cognitively complex, higher order thinking skills within the constraints of students’ limited
capacity cognitive processing systems (Richland & Begolli, 2016). State officials should provide
the offering of professional development. They should be held accountable to provide researchbased professional development on ways to assess and promote higher order thinking. Providing
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significant amount of professional development will result in a secure teacher that can implement
strategies to extend student learning.
Recommendations for Future Research
The intent of this Mixed-methods study was to describe the way(s) in which the language
found in the English Language Arts and Mathematics sections of the Partnership for Assessment
of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) practice tests in Grades 3 and 4 associate with
the language that promotes higher-order thinking found in research literature. To date, there is
no empirical evidence existing in regards to PARCC test questions and its preparedness for
college and career. Similarly, there is no evidence on the categorization of the types of questions
provided in these PARCC assessments regarding the type of thinking or level of cognitive
complexity required of students. Further research is needed on the complex thinking embedded
in standardized testing.
Fowler (2013) describes the policy process as the sequence of events that occurs when a
political system considers different approaches to public problems, adopts one of them, tries it
out, and evaluates it (p. 14). It is my recommendation that a committee is established including
educational stakeholders. This includes administrators, educators, political officials, and
community members (parents). They must be tasked with the job of determining through the
review of current standardized assessments how complex thinking is embedded. Consequently,
with the proper information assessments can be mended to include the proper amount of higherorder and lower-order thinking questions. As aforementioned, comprehension a part of lower
order thinking skills is integral to higher order thinking skills development (King et al., 1998).
Higher-order thinking skills are grounded in lower-order skills such as discriminations, simple
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application and analysis, and cognitive strategies and linked to prior knowledge of subject matter
content (vocabulary, procedural knowledge, and reasoning patterns) (King et al., p.35).
In addition to the aforementioned committee, further research comparing the distribution
of cognitive complexity within the local curriculums and instruction should be conducted in the
language arts and mathematics areas at the elementary grade levels, which have not yet been
evaluated. Furthermore, the standards implemented in states must be evaluated and modified to
include skills that promote 21st century learning. Moreover, the information gained through
analyzing assessments, standards, curriculum, and instruction can expand the research as what
was presented in this particular study. The replication of this study or other related studies could
also be conducted utilizing conceptual frameworks such as Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix to
further the development and implementation of higher order thinking in education. As the
knowledge required for global citizenship becomes more complex, the systems in which we
educate the rising generation must evolve (Nehring et al., 2019). The implementation of old low
level instructional practices and standardized assessments will not get us there. Using current
research to redefine educational expectations and providing the proper professional development
for educators would be a great place to begin.
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Appendix A: Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Reading CRM)

Hess, K. (2013). Linking research with practice: A local assessment toolkit to guide school
leaders. Retrieved from https://www.karin-hess.com/cognitive-rigor-and-dok
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Appendix B: Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Math-Science CRM)

Hess, K. (2013). Linking research with practice: A local assessment toolkit to guide school
leaders. Retrieved from https://www.karin-hess.com/cognitive-rigor-and-dok
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Appendix C: Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Writing/ Speaking CRM)

Hess, K. (2013). Linking research with practice: A local assessment toolkit to guide school
leaders. Retrieved from https://www.karin-hess.com/cognitive-rigor-and-dok
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Language Arts Grade 3
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Language Arts Grade 3 (continued)
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Language Arts Grade 4
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Language Arts Grade 4 (continued)
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Writing Grade 3

Writing Grade 4
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Math Grade 3
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Math Grade 3 (continued)
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Math Grade 4
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Appendix D: Coding Table
Math Grade 4 (continued)

